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The ever present trend to provide faster computation for less power has been
one of the most important drivers of the semiconductor industry. From device
engineering where balancing dynamic and leakage power is the key tradeoff, to
high-level operating system task scheduling, the goal is always to increase effi-
ciency without sacrificing performance. The recent shift to multicore processors
makes the power optimization of the system more relevant than ever. In addi-
tion, attempts to bring voltage regulation on chip allow for dynamical power
management on short time scales not possible before. This work explores the
challenging design space of fully integrated, step-down voltage conversion and
regulation. To reduce complexity and area overheads, one approach is to group
cores (loads) in independent voltage domains and power them with a relatively
large, inductor-based converter. To this end, a 3-level buck-type design is pre-
sented with efficiency improvements at low current loads to enable efficient op-
eration in extended sleep states. To achieve per-core supply voltage control,
relatively small switched capacitor converters are explored. Considered indi-
vidually, these converters need to be over-provisioned for the worst case load
scenario. However, substantial area savings can be achieved by dynamically
reallocating capacitance to supply power to the most demanding cores/loads.
In addition to 40% area savings, further exploration reveals order of magnitude
better transient response and better efficiency at low power for these Reconfig-
urable Power Distribution Networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Traditionally, DC-DC step-down converters were used to convert the noisy
higher voltage supply available from the system‘s environment (e.g., solar cell,
battery, wall socket) into the multiple voltage levels required by the system.
They are usually based on efficient switch-mode circuits that use either induc-
tors or capacitors as energy storage elements. These regulators have tradition-
ally been implemented off-chip for two key reasons: (1) limited availability of
high-breakdown voltage transistors in high-performance logic processes; and
(2) limited availability of integrated energy-storage elements with suitable en-
ergy densities. They are typically implemented as buck converters that can uti-
lize large inductors and capacitors available off-chip, which in turn allows them
to achieve efficiencies of around 90% even for a few volts of step-down voltage.
They also employ a feedback loop to provide regulation of the output voltage
as the load current demand changes.
Monolithic integration using a standard CMOS process provides a tremen-
dous cost incentive that has long motivated system designers across the com-
puting stack to include more functionality within a single chip. This system-
on-chip (SoC) integration enables low-power embedded platforms to include a
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diverse array of components such as processing engines, accelerators, graph-
ics processors, embedded flash memories, external peripheral interfaces, small-
signal RF circuitry, and analog-to-digital/ digital-to-analog converters. Almost
every computing system requires closed-loop voltage regulators that, at first
glance, seem like another likely target for monolithic integration. However, the
economic pressure towards monolithic integration has simply not been enough
to overcome the loss of efficiency coincident with using on-chip voltage regula-
tion.
Recent technology trends suggest that we are entering a new era where it is
now becoming feasible to reduce system cost by integrating switching regula-
tors on-chip. High-speed switching efficiencies have increased with technology
scaling, reducing the need for very high-density inductors and capacitors. This
trend is evident in industry, especially in Intel’s recent Haswell microprocessors
which use in-package inductors with on-chip regulators to provide fast chang-
ing supply voltages for different chip modules [21,33]. At the same time, materi-
als improvements such as integrated in-package magnetic materials (e.g., Ni-Fe
[45]) and new integrated on-chip capacitor organizations (e.g., deep-trench ca-
pacitors [3, 8]) have improved the density of the energy storage elements that
are available.
1.1 Chip Power Requirements with Scaling Supply Voltages
Developments in deep sub-micron technologies resulted not only in faster com-
putation, but also in a reduction in energy per operation. Improvements in tran-
sistor performance were possible by thinner gate oxides and lower threshold
voltages. This resulted in scaling of the supply voltages from 5V two decades
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ago to 1V or less. The low supply voltages, combined with increased power den-
sities due to faster clocks and more tightly packed transistors place an increased
burden on the power delivery to the chip. For a given amount of power dis-
sipated by the chip, a reduction in voltage results in a proportional increase in
current. Each of the supply and ground pins has inductance and resistance asso-
ciated with it causing dI/dt and IR related fluctuations during sudden changes
in load current demands. There are two ways to mitigate this effect: increase the
number of supply and ground pins or increase the amount of on-chip decou-
pling capacitance [18]. Unfortunately, both of these approaches directly relate
to an increase in packaging or die area costs. In addition, it is not enough to
provide just one supply voltage level. Various components in a system-on-chip
(SoC) can operate from different levels to optimize performance; or the core of
the processor might require multiple voltage levels to reduce power or boost
performance based on computational demand.
One possible approach to achieve discrete voltage levels is to switch each
core individually to different supply rails provided by external regulators.
While the approach might be beneficial for systems with very large number
of cores, it significantly complicates the power supply routing [47], taking away
entire metal levels normally available for signal routing. This complication lim-
its the number of possible rails to two, at most three levels. Considering exces-
sive supply pin overhead is significant for future scaling [18], additional power
planes only compound the problem. In addition, care must be taken when
switching cores from one supply to another by either scheduling power gat-
ing events [41] or reducing the supply plane impedance, using additional metal
layers or finally, by increasing decoupling capacitance area [11]. Note this is all
in addition to an increase in board component cost due to additional regula-
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tors. As will be shown in this work, instead of adding static decoupling capaci-
tance, using an on-chip switched capacitor converter can perform dynamic sup-
ply regulation while at the same time relax the impedance requirements placed
on power supply routing by delivering power at a higher voltage.
1.2 Modern Dynamic Voltage Scaling
In addition to reduced system cost, one of the key benefits of on-chip regula-
tion is the potential for fine-grain voltage scaling in both time and space and
level. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is perhaps one of the
most well studied techniques for adaptively balancing performance and energy
efficiency. DVFS has been leveraged to improve energy efficiency at similar per-
formance [6, 15, 23, 31, 47], operate at an energy-minimal or energy-optimized
point [7, 12], improve performance at similar peak power [4, 10, 30, 32, 38, 39],
and mitigate process variation [35]. Most of these studies assumed off-chip
voltage regulation is best used for coarse-grain voltage scaling. In the past, this
approach worked well since the CPU was the computation bottleneck; almost
always busy, it required maximum supply voltage for relatively long periods of
time. Over the past two decades, however, continuous improvements in pro-
cess technology lead to a steady improvement in computing performance. This
can be largely attributed to decreased device size, which lead to smaller inter-
connect and device capacitance, as well as lower on-resistance of transistors.
Combined, these effects resulted in reduction of total RC delay enabling faster
microprocessor clocks, while small device size enabled shift to parallel compu-
tation architectures on a single die. As a result, the CPU core often has to wait
before it can start a new task as more data needs to be fetched from bandwidth
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Figure 1.1: Illustrative Multithreaded Application Activity Profile– Variation
in activity across cores produces opportunities for Fine-Grain Voltage Scaling
for speedup during sequential code execution or energy saving for inactive
cores. Light blue = active, parallel; orange = sequential code; white = waiting
for work or join.
limited memory; or has to wait until other threads finish processing in case of
multithreaded synchronization barriers
Traditional off-chip switching regulators operate at low switching frequen-
cies due to the availability of large, high-Q passives and the desire to reduce
switching losses due to parasitics. They also have longer control latencies due
to slow switching speeds and parasitics between the on-chip load and the off-
chip regulator, resulting in voltage scaling response times on the order of tens to
hundreds of microseconds [5, 26, 27]. On-chip switching regulators can lever-
age faster control loops and are tightly integrated with the on-chip load en-
abling voltage scaling response times on the order of hundreds of nanoseconds.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the potential for fine-grain voltage scaling in a modern,
multi-core processor that would be out-of-reach for traditional off-chip regula-
tors. Activity imbalance causes a core one to create a performance bottleneck
according to the well know Amdahl’s Law [2]. Increasing the voltage of ac-
tive cores and decreasing the voltage of idle cores during this bottleneck could
enable performance improvement within the same power envelope; but this is
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only possible with per-core voltage scaling on the order of hundreds of nanosec-
onds [6, 34, 36].
1.2.1 Single-Threaded Workloads
When considering the requirements on the DC-DC voltage converter, it is im-
perative to understand the behavior of the load. In this case, we look at an
in-order eight-core processor with private L1 instruction and data caches and
a shared L2 cache. First we look at single-threaded execution across a number
of benchmark applications. Such applications can only be executed on a sin-
gle core and do not benefit from parallelization. In this case study, the other
cores are waiting for work to be assigned. As such, their power requirements
are very low and this leads to slack in the power budget across the whole chip
which can be exploited to increase the voltage and frequency of the one core
that is doing useful work. According to the DVFS plan described in more detail
in Section 4.1.2, and cycle-level architecture simulator results, going from 0.8V
supply to 1.1V supply results in 41-64% speed up in execution time depending
on the benchmark. This speed up comes at the cost of various power overheads
depending on organization of voltage domains detailed in Section 4. It is clear
that DVFS can reduce execution time, but a careful consideration of the power
delivery network and its trade-offs can lead to significant energy and area sav-
ings. Multi-threaded workloads analyzed in the next section require even more
detailed analysis that also includes accurate voltage transition times.
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1.2.2 Multi-Threaded Workloads
Multi-Programed workloads described in the previous section are one example
of a loading scenario where benefits of fine-grain DVFS can improve perfor-
mance of sequential code. A more challenging case is for parallelized work-
loads that are evenly distributed among the cores. At first it might seem that
there is little that can be done to improve performance without directly increas-
ing the power i.e. boosting the voltage of all the operating cores. However,
a closer look at the sample applications kernels reveals workload imbalance,
synchronization overheads and unparellelizable sections of code, which are all
opportunities for speed up [4, 35]. The question remains if it is physically pos-
sible to exploit each application’s particular behavior to improve performance
by using the least amount of power (higher energy efficiecny). This relationship
can be quantified by the ’isopower’ line in Figure 1.2, which indicates a 1-to-1
correspondence between speedup and energy. Note that traditional DVFS usu-
ally results in 1-to-2 relation due to the well known dynamic power’s quadratic
dependence on supply voltage. In Figure 1.2 the impact of the converter prop-
erties is explored on a set of representative multi-threaded applications running
on eight cores. In order to decouple the three variables of interest, namely the
number of voltage levels (a), number voltage domains (b) and converter’s re-
sponse time (c), each is swept while keeping the remaining variables at the best
possible value. These results effectively place design requirements for the con-
verter. For example, blue stars represent configurations where energy is saved,
but no performance improvement is obtained. Conversely, maroon triangles,
result in dramatic reduction of execution time with a marginal improvement in
power. In general, applications that benefit most from fine grained DVFS move
towards the top right part of the plot. Example of such applications are shown
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Figure 1.2: Fine Grain Voltage Scaling Exploration in Level, Space, and Time
– Normalized energy efficiency (Y-axis) vs speedup over a baseline system with
no DVFS. Points are applications simulated with the given controller. (a) con-
trollers with different combinations of voltage levels. (b) 4- voltage level con-
troller with different numbers of voltage domains. (c) 8-domain, 4-voltage-level
system while sweeping response time per 0.15 V step. *Courtesy Christopher
Torng
in Figure 1.3, where a real-time control algorithm assigns voltage level based on
core activity. Breadth-First-Search benefits most from multiple voltage levels,
LU factorization from multiple voltage domains, and Radix sort has many short
synchronization barriers that require fast transition times.
1.3 Problem Statement
Architecture results from Sections 4.4 and 1.2.2 show that there is significant op-
portunity to improve performance in modern multicore processors if the volt-
age converter is efficient across a wide range of output voltage and current lev-
els, small enough to supply each core individually, and can provide very fast
voltage transitions. Traditional off-chip switching regulators are inadequate be-
cause they are expensive, bulky, and obviously require dedicated power pins
and on-chip power distribution networks, limiting the number of independent
on-chip power domains; on-chip switching regulators can be located close to
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Figure 1.3: Application Activity Plots – Rows show DVFS controller decisions
per-core (0.6V = blue, 0.9V = pink, 1.05V = orange, 1.2V = deep red). Hori-
zontal strips above cores show actual activity (active = black, waiting = white).
Illustrates impact of Fine Grain Voltage Scaling parameters on speedup: (a) in
voltage level on breadth-first search with 2 (top), 4 levels (bottom); (b) in space
on SPLASH-2 LU factorization with 2 (top), 8 domains (bottom); (c) in time on
radix sort with 1 us (top) 100 ns (bottom) response time. *Courtesy Christopher
Torng
each core enabling per-core voltage scaling with fine grain time intervals. How-
ever, satisfying all these requirements simultaneously is difficult if not impos-
sible for on-chip regulators. So the real system design challenge is to provide
fine-grain voltage scaling in time, space, and level with minimal area and effi-
ciency overhead.
1.4 Collaborators, Publications, Funding
Part of this work would not be possible if it were not for inspiration and col-
laboration with Dr. Christopher Batten and Christopher Torng from Computer
Systems Laboratory. Dr. Batten’s key insights into multicore chip-wide power
cap, together with the author’s analysis of switched capacitor circuits and Dr.
Apsel’s observations on switched capacitor area and power handling capability,
lead to the formulation of RPDN as a concept. In addition, Dr Batten’s input on
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of the power distribution networks for switched capacitor converters, was in-
valuable. The architecture results were obtained by Christopher Torng, who has
done tremendous work bringing up test applications and gem5 simulator with
good energy models based on RTL, as well as the DVFS controller. Christopher
Torng also contributed to the design of the RPDN test chip with layout of the
custom SPI interface chain. I would also like to thank Ivan Bukreyev who took
over the responsibility for design and layout of the VCO and the charge pump,
as well as adapting a previous comparator design for the RPDN test chip. Ivan
also layed out a very compact and challenging part of the cluster level. The au-
thor would also like to thank Hahn-Phuc Le from Berkeley for his suggestions
on using the one-shot block.
For the 3-level converter design, Bo Sun helped with part of the layout and
delay blocks. The testing of the chip would not be possible without the help of
Carlos Dorta, who did most of the painstaking bondwiring, and Tanay Gosavi
who diced the chips so that they could fit in the package. The test system was
based on FPGA code and DAC boards developed by Dr. Xiao Wang. The asyn-
chronous state machine in the 3-level buck converter was a modified version of
one initially thought out by Dr. Paula Petrica.
The author would also like to thank the TSMC shuttle program for enabling
the fabrication of the 3-level converter and also the graduate fellowships from
I. Jacobs and C. Sporck as well as Department Of Energy grant.
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Chapter 2
Approaches to Fully Integrated Voltage Regulation
The three primary types of step-down voltage regulators are linear regulators,
inductor-based switching regulators known as Buck converters, and capacitor-
based switching regulators. These regulators can be evaluated based on four
key metrics: (1) integration complexity, i.e., does the regulator require extra non-
standard fabrication steps?; (2) area overhead and power density, i.e., how much
regulator area is required to deliver a certain amount of power?; (3) power effi-
ciency, i.e., ratio of the output power to the supplied input power; and (4) re-
sponse time, i.e., how fast can the target output voltage be adjusted?
Figure 2.1: Four Step-down DC-DC converter types – ordered from the sim-
plest (LDO) to most complicated (3-Level)
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2.1 Low-Dropout Regulator
Linear voltage regulators (also called low-dropout (LDO) regulators) are an ex-
ample of a non-switching regulator. LDOs use a power MOSFET as a variable
resistor, with a high-gain amplifier wrapped in a feedback configuration to re-
duce output resistance as shown in Figure 2.1. The feedback loop holds the
output voltage at a predetermined value while adjusting the gate voltage of the
FET to support the load current. At first glance, the lack of energy storage ele-
ments seems to imply LDOs will have much lower area overheads. However, a
large decoupling capacitor is still required, as the feedback loop in the LDO has
limited bandwidth. Thus, 10–15% of the chip area must still be reserved for de-
coupling capacitance to maintain supply integrity and to prevent voltage emer-
gencies in adjacent cores or logic during large current steps [16]. In addition,
the maximum efficiency that can be achieved is the ratio of the output/input
voltages since the MOSFET and amplifier effectively act as an adjustable resi-
tance. This means that linear voltage regulators are highly inefficient for large
voltage drops. For example, if the off-chip voltage level is 1.8 V and the target
on-chip voltage level is 0.8 V over half of the power consumed by the chip will
be wasted as heat in the linear regulator.
2.2 Buck Converter
Inductor-based switching voltage regulators (also called Buck converters) are the
traditional off-chip regulator of choice due to the potential for good efficiency
over a wide voltage and current range as well as excellent voltage regulation
capabilities. Buck converters store energy in an inductor (Figure 2.1) which
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switches from a series configuration with the high voltage supply (the energy
storing configuration) to a parallel configuration where the supply terminal is
switched to ground (the energy from the inductor dissipates to the load in this
configuration). If the inductor is small, the energy is dissipated quickly in the
load requiring faster switching. In a fully integrated, on-chip buck converter,
the efficiency is severely limited by the size and parasitics of the inductor and,
to a lesser extent by the power switches. Reduction of integrated inductors’ par-
asitics is the key to an efficient buck converter as shown in recently published
work in this area [1, 17, 22, 26]. These designs have reasonable efficiencies, but
only for relatively low step-down ratios which make them less suitable for the
wide dynamic range required for fine-grain voltage scaling. While the efficien-
cies of recent designs are acceptable, the inductors used in these regulators pro-
vide relatively low power densities on the order of 0.2 W/mm2. Unfortunately,
solutions with higher power densities require magnetic materials, complicated
post fabrication steps, or interposer chips [45, 53].
2.3 Switched Capacitor Converter
Capacitor-based switching voltage regulators (also called switched-capacitor (SC)
regulators) work by alternately switching a set of capacitors with a given divide
ratio from series (charge up) to shunt configuration (discharge) fast enough to
maintain the voltage across a load (Figure 2.1). SC regulators are capable of ex-
cellent efficiencies, but can only support certain discrete voltage divide ratios
(e.g., 1/2, 1/3, 2/3) and must incorporate more than ten phases to reduce ripple
losses [43]. Pulse Width Modulation is not as effective in controlling the output
impedance of the converter and thus regulating the output voltage. Duty cycle
change from 10% to 50% only changes the output impedance of the converter
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by about a factor of 5 [24] with a decrease in efficiency. Instead, frequency mod-
ulation is typically employed to regulate the output. The regulation and output
voltage range shortcomings of SC converters are balanced by the potential for
higher power densities of 0.8–2 W/mm2 [8,29,44] when using energy-dense on-
chip capacitors. Note that in contrast to Buck converters, the energy density of
MOS, MIM, and deep trench capacitors is sufficient to avoid the need for any
off-chip or in-package energy storage elements. Due to the nature of opera-
tion, half the capacitance in a SC regulator is always seen between the regulator
output and ground and is acting as effective decoupling capacitance [29]. This
means that an explicit decoupling cap may not be necessary, which can further
reduce the area overhead of SC regulators. Unlike buck converters, which are
fundamentally impossible to reduce for smaller loads without incurring pro-
hibitive losses, SC regulators can be easily scaled by simply adjusting the size of
the capacitor and the switches. The reader is refered to survey works [42,44,51]
for further discussion about these topologies.
2.4 Hybrid / Multilevel Converter
A Hybrid converter is a combination of of Buck and SC converters. The first
order benefits of such configuration can be understood by an explanation given
by M. Seeman [43] who considered a SC converter presented with an inductive
load. This is somewhat unusual, as most loads on chip are capacitative with
some small resistance in parallel resulting in an efficiency profile as discussed
in previous section. Nevertheless, a large inductive load can lead to 100% ef-
ficiency across a range of output voltages. This property has been exploited
in [37], where a switched capacitor converter is followed by a buck regulator.
One of the biggest advantages of SC converters is the voltage blocking prop-
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erty, i.e. the flyback capacitor acts as an effective high voltage shield for the
switches. Crucially, none of the switches experience a full supply voltage swing
across its gate-source/drain terminals. As a result, better performing switches
with lower breakdown can be employed, which significantly reduce switching
and resistive losses. While it is possible to use stacked devices to operate a buck
converter with higher supply than the rating of the switches [5], it is a signif-
icant design challenge. It is perhaps no surprise that first implementations of
hybrid converters were for high voltage applications [27] and [55]. More re-
cently, the multilevel converter was revisited for integrated or semi-integrated
solutions [14] as they can typically employ a smaller inductance compared to
a pure buck converter. The relative advantages compared to buck have been
throughly investigated in [49] [22]. Operation of a 3-level converted is described
in detail in Section 3. Similar to a SC converter a flyback capacitor is charged in
series with the load and discharged in parallel with the load through an induc-
tor. Additional states involve bypassing the flyback capacitor and connecting
the inductor to either ground or supply as in a buck converter. It is those two
additional states that allow a hybrid converter output to be sensitive to PWM
control. In case of a pure SC converter pulse width has limited effect on the
output as mentioned in previous section.
2.5 Case Study - Stepping Down a 3.3V Supply
To understand the impact of the converter on system power, it would be in-
structive to study a particular case of voltage conversion. Suppose our goal is
to provide power to four independent loads from a Lithium-Ion battery, whose
voltage can range from 2.9-3.7V. We would also like to adjust the voltage at each
load with the following levels: 1.2, 1, 0.8 and 0.6V. An off-chip converter steps
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down from 3.3V to either 1.8V for an on-chip SC converter or to 1.4V for on-
chip LDO as illustrated Figure 2.2. We chose 1.8V as input, which can be easily
implemented using structures presented in this work later on, but most recent
works in SC integrated converters are using more complicated topologies with
the goal of directly converting battery to load level, obviating the need for an
external regulator. In [28], the authors achieve 73% efficiency with 5:2 ratio in
65nm CMOS albeit with reduced power density of 0.19W/mm2. Trench capac-
itors hold great promise for increasing the power density significantly, but for
now their availability is still limited.
The total power drawn from the battery in Figure 2.3 is plotted vs. the sys-
tem efficiency. System efficiency reflects the amount of power that is actually
delivered to the load. The combined efficiency of the two voltage converters
in series is simply a product of their respective efficiencies. In our study, as
the load voltage is reduced, the power at the load also decreases according to a
DVFS plan detailed in Section 4.1.2. Efficiencies at higher load power/voltage
are relatively more important, but it also depends on the amount of time the
load operates at each voltage. Using four external converters is the most ef-
ficient solution, but costly for reasons described in Section 1.1. Instead, if we
use an external converter to supply the on-chip LDO, most of the power from
the battery is dissipated in the LDO as opposed to the load. This results in
abysmal system efficiency at low voltages. On-chip switched capacitors come
somewhere in between those two in terms of the system efficiency, allow for fast
changes in voltage, which the external converters are not capable of. In addi-
tion, the voltage presented to the chip is 1.8V which would likely be required
anyways for I/O and other peripheral circuitry. A brief survey of on-chip effi-
ciencies reported in literature is presented in Figure 2.4 and compared against
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of a Case Study – Battery voltage is a 3.3V, which is
stepped down to 1.4V for LDO operation and 1.8V for Switched Capacitor.
Figure 2.3: System Power Distribution for Voltage Regulators and Load –
LDO is very inefficient especially for wide DVFS voltage range. Four external
regulators are most efficient but most expensive.
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Figure 2.4: On-chip DC-DC Converter Efficiency Estimate for three types of
regulators for 1.8V input vs. output voltage based on published results Kudva
[26] and Kim [22] (130nm), Sturcken [45] (45nm) normalized for the voltage
conversion ratio. SC converter is based on a 65nm analytical model prediction
[43].
a best case LDO efficiency. However, directly comparing efficiencies of designs
targeting different voltage and current ranges in various technologies is incor-
rect. To estimate the potential performance of various converters types a nor-
malization is performed for the same conversion ratio as follows. ηnorm (the nor-
malized efficiency) is equated to η, the efficiency reported in publication, when
Voutnorm/1.8 = Vout/Vin. This is possible when the reported voltage conversion
in a particular design overlaps our target conversion ratio for 1.8V input. Note
that this comparison disregards current range capabilities of the converter, so
this is just a first order estimate. Interestingly, buck designs in [22,26] track very
closely and design in [45] uses magnetic materials in inductors and has a visi-
ble improvement. In addition, there is a clear improvement for SC converters
with improving process technology as both switches and capacitor density im-
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prove. While on-chip switching supplies achieve higher efficiencies than LDOs,
they come at significant die area overhead and minimizing this overhead is one
of the key challenges in on-chip power conversion. Ultimately, the best solu-
tion will vary from system to system and will likely involve a combination of
these approaches for most complicated systems, depending if the design pri-
ority is die area, board area, low power, performance and component cost. As
performance (efficiency and area) of on-chip switching converters improves, the
balance will tip in favor of more integration.
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Chapter 3
Design of a 3-level Buck Converter for Coarse Grain
Voltage Domains
While there has been progress in the integration of on-chip buck converters,
these designs are limited to low step-down (high conversion) ratios as seen in
Figure 2.4 and therefore have difficulty achieving high efficiency for low-power
processor sleep states [26, 52]. These states can account for as much as 98% of
the operating time of a processor in low-power wireless sensor applications [25].
Alternatively, integrated switched capacitor converters achieve up to 80% effi-
ciency for high voltage step down ratios, but only for a narrow output voltage
range [19,29]. 3-level converters combine the advantages of both topologies [22]
for large output currents in continuous conduction mode (CCM), but like inte-
grated buck converters, perform poorly for low currents and voltages (Figure
3.1) due to lack of large on-chip inductance. In this work, we present a design
that provides similar peak power performance per area as [22] by using up to
two interleaved phases and PWM control and adds important low current and
voltage output capability to regulate processors operating in low power sleep
or resting states. Our key insight is that the unique 3-level converter topology
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Figure 3.1: Simulated efficiency across load currents for 3-level converter in
continuous conduction mode, using DCM at low currents, and with proposed
resonant switching at low currents.
allows for the use of a resonant soft switching state in place of a traditional
discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). This resonance is unique to this topol-
ogy and is not a characteristic of either buck or switched capacitor converters,
but allows for a dramatic reduction in switching losses. We achieve up to 64%
efficiency at high conversion ratios and low powers by using this part-time res-
onant switching mode in place of traditional DCM. To accomplish this, a low
latency asynchronous state machine controls each power switch independently.
The operating mode is selected by dynamically detecting peak current through
the inductor and the voltage across the flyback capacitor (CFLY) (Figure 3.5)
rather than relying on fixed timing schemes [49, 52]. This results in dramatic
improvements of 60-80% in efficiency over DCM mode as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1 Traditional Switching Strategies and Operation
The switching strategies in a 3-level converter can be adapted from a traditional
buck topology with a some modifications. It is instructive to consider them in
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Figure 3.2: 3-level converter current path in red for (a) charge mode configura-
tion, (b) discharge mode, with the measured waveforms on nodes Vx and Vy,
(c) path for releasing energy stored in the inductor in CLC cycle, (d) bypassing
CFLY in DCM mode. Also shown are the measured voltage waveforms at nodes
Vx and Vy during cycles (a) and (b) and their difference.
more detail to understand the benefits and limitations of a 3-level converter. In
this section we describe the continuous conduction mode – CCM, which achieves
very good efficiency compared to a similar buck design at high currents. This
is what makes the 3-level converter such a promising topology. Conversely, the
discontinuous conduction mode – DCM for low currents is especially troublesome
for fully integrated inductive converters with very small inductors.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Simulated efficiency of a 2 phase 3 level design compared against
a standard buck for the same application using 65nm 1V MOS transistor. Note
that buck must also use stacked transistors to satisfy 2V input voltage break-
down requirements. (b) Current ripple that leads to (c) RMS conduction loss in
the inductor and similarly through the switches. (d) Peak minimum current -
current flows in the opposite direction to from load to ground when NMOS is
on, which necessitates the onset of DCM mode.
3.1.1 CCM for High Currents
The basic topology of a 3-level converter is shown in Figure 3.2. 3-level convert-
ers reach peak efficiency when the output voltage is at half the input voltage for
no load. In this mode the operation most closely resembles that of a switched
capacitor converter; in that the circuit is switched to alternately charge the fly-
back capacitor in series (Figure 3.2a) and discharge it in parallel (Figure 3.2b)
with the load while maintaining Vdd/2 across the flyback capacitor. In CCM,
two additional modes of operation are used that bypass CFLY and directly con-
nect the inductor either with ground or supply (Figure 3.2c,d) exactly as in a
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standard buck converter. PWM can be applied to combine all these modes to
regulate the output voltage as demonstrated in [22].
3.1.2 Comparison to Buck
Previous work explored the relative differences between a buck and a 3-level
converter [22, 50, 54]. Generally, the comparison is not straightforward, espe-
cially for fully integrated converters. Factors such as inductor and capacitor
area, output ripple, voltage blocking capability, conversion ratio, and load cur-
rent range have to be carefully renormalized for each design for a fair com-
parison. However, to better understand why a 3-level design is advantageous,
1st-order designs of a buck and 3-level converter have been compared through
simulations in CCM mode. The results in Figure 3.3 show that the 3-level has
better efficiency brought about by reducing the current ripple (and thus the RMS
current power loss). This reduction is only advantageous at input/output volt-
age divide ratios close to 2, which explains the results in Figure 2.1. Note that
multi-phasing in a buck converter doesn’t improve the current ripple through
each inductor, only the output voltage ripple.
3.1.3 DCM for Low Currents
As the load current decreases, the switching frequency of the converter must
also drop, decreasing switching, conduction, and gate drive losses relative to
low output power. Thus both buck and 3-level converter show a sharp drop
in efficiency below 200mA in Figure 3.3. In addition, the decrease in switching
frequency causes a large output ripple as indicated by measurements in Figure
3.12. In switched capacitor converters, 10 or more phases are interleaved to alle-
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viate this [29]. However, there are significant area and design penalties to using
many phases in 3-level or buck type circuits. Using additional phases (each of
which is provisioned for high power operation) requires that each phase deliver
less current for a given load. This drops the switching frequency for each phase,
further exacerbating the problem. The result, as can be seen by the CCM curves
in Figure 3.1, is a dramatic drop in efficiency at low currents. The traditional
solution to this is to employ discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) for light
load conditions. In light load conditions, the inductor current builds quickly
and must be discharged by fast switching of the NFETs (Figure 3.2c). The ca-
pacitor is also bypassed in charge mode by turning on the PFETs (Figure 3.2d)
to prevent overcharge of the capacitor, resulting in the same DCM configura-
tion that would be used in a traditional buck converter. This approach leads
to poor efficiency for integrated 3-level converters (Figure 3.1), with small in-
ductors. High frequency switching required to limit ripple in this mode leads to
additional gate drive loss; while large voltage drops across the switches increase
conduction losses (Equation 3.1) and switching loss (Equation 3.2).
Pcond = RnmosI2nmos =
√
8I2oVo(Vin − Vo)2
9LV2in fs
(3.1)
Psw−nmos =
1
6
fsTswVin
√
2IoVo(Vin − Vo)2
LVin fs
(3.2)
Here, Vo and Vin are output and input voltages, fs is the switching frequency,
Io is the load current, and Tsw is the time it takes to turn a switch on or off and
depends on driver strength. Similar expressions can be found for the PMOS.
There is also additional conduction loss due to the inductor.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Flyback capacitor voltage and inductor current waveforms with
part time resonant switching, onset of current limiting depends on load (b) In-
ductor current over time in typical 3level converter.
3.2 Part-Time Resonant Switching
As noted in Equations 3.1 and 3.2, the primary loss mechanisms in DCM are the
conduction loss and the switching loss. For a given inductor size, the conduc-
tion loss is inversely proportional to the switching frequency while the switch-
ing loss and gate drive loss are directly proportional to the switching frequency.
In order to reduce these losses, we introduce a novel technique that utilizes
the series combination of the flyback capacitor and inductor to perform effi-
cient soft switching at low current loads. We observe that the combination of
the flyback capacitor and series inductor can produce a resonance that allows
for soft switching of the inductor. For small voltage drops across the induc-
tor, this resonant effect can avoid hard switching and the associated losses al-
together. However, this effect must be controlled for large ∆V to prevent very
high peak currents and ripple shown in Figure 3.4b. The proposed part-time
resonant switching scheme has two regimes of operation, the current limit cycle
(CLC) and the quasi-resonant mode (QRM). During the CLC, peak currents are
limited by switching, while in QRM, the circuit leverages its natural transient
response for higher efficiency. Assuming the same size and quality of inductor,
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the mechanisms for loss during the CLC and the QRM are different from those
of typical DCM operation. During a CLC, there is conduction loss and switch-
ing loss which take a form similar to the losses shown for DCM in Equations
3.1 and 3.2. In CLC, these losses are reduced in two ways. First Vin in Equation
3.1 is replaced with Vin/2, because we use the charge and discharge configura-
tions from CCM shown in Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) resulting in a smaller voltage
presented to the inductor. Second, the switching frequency fsCLC is much lower
than fsDCM. This is because the slope of the inductor current is much greater in
DCM (Equation 3) where the flyback capacitor is bypassed vs in CLC (Equation
4) [50].
IL,DCM =
Vin − Vo
L
tonDCM (3.3)
IL,CLC = (
Vin
2
+
IoVo
2CFLY fsCLCVin
− Vo)
√
CFLY
L
sin
tonCLC√
LCFLY
(3.4)
Thus, the inductor reaches the same maximum current much faster in DCM
than in CLC mode and the PMOS on time tON,DCM is much smaller than tON,CLC.
This necessitates a much faster switching frequency in the case of DCM, and
higher switching losses as seen in Equation 3.2 by a factor of about three. In
QRM there are no hard switching events, i.e., the switches are turned on/off
when the current is close to zero. So the loss is dominated by intrinsic capac-
itor charge and discharge loss [29] and conduction losses only, eliminating the
effects of Equation 3.2 altogether.
Pcond =
√
(
I2o
4CFLY fsQRM
)2 + ((Io +
ImaxCLC√
2
)2Rtot (3.5)
fsQRM is typically a factor of four smaller then fsCLC and Rtot is total series
resistance of the switches and inductor for a given charge/discharge path. A
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comparison of Equations 3.1 and 3.2 and 3.3 to 3.4 and 3.5 indicates that elim-
ination of hard switching events, and addition of a combination of resonance
and ripple control can improve the efficiency for low current loads up to 62%
for typical on-chip conditions. Figure 3.1 shows the simulated efficiency for a
3-level converter in traditional CCM and DCM modes as well as in part-time
resonant switching mode. This simulation was performed using Spectre with
the TSMC 65nm design kit using the PDK inductor with widest possible trace
and shows the dramatic improvement across low current loads up to 60mA that
result from this technique.
3.3 Circuit Implementation
In order to realize these benefits, we have designed a 3-level converter with
part time resonant switching as shown in Figure 3.5 . In typical operation, CFLY
is alternately charged (Figure 3.2a) and discharged (Figure 3.2b) through the
inductor while maintaining Vdd/2 across the capacitor. The inductor current
is small if ∆V across the inductor is small or the load demands high current
(Figure 3.4b). However, as the load current decreases, the switching frequency
decreases to regulate the output voltage. This causes a large output ripple and
high peak current through the inductor. When a peak inductor current above
a limit threshold is detected, the regulator goes into a CLC where both of the
NFETs are briefly turned on to dissipate energy from the inductor to the load
(Figure 3.2c). This limits output voltage ripple. A current limited cycle (CLC) is
followed by an OFF state (where none of the transistors are conducting) (Figure
3.4a). To allow the OFF state, we modify the original circuit to allow P1 and N1
as shown in Figure 3.5, to be independently driven. After a few nanoseconds,
the circuit senses the voltage across CFLY and the state machine determines
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Figure 3.5: Simplified block diagram of proposed approach with observables.
whether to go into charge or discharge mode (Figure 3.2a and 3.2b), since the
voltage across CFLY needs to be maintained at Vdd/2 for proper operation.
3.3.1 Observables and Event Detection
The determination of current mode is done by sensing the current through the
inductor in real time. If the peak current sensed through the Max Current Sense
circuit is above Imax, the circuit goes into CLC mode, limiting the current below
Imax by switching on N1and N2 and by using the OFF state. If the inductor cur-
rent doesnt cross this threshold, the circuit operates in QRM by staying in the
same configuration and allowing the circuit to relax naturally as shown in Fig-
ure 3.4b. This combination of states allows limitation of ripple while minimizing
switching losses.The Max Current Sense comparator has an adjustable offset so
that Imax (and thus ripple or the number of CLCs) can be adjusted as desired.
The RC network across the inductor acts as a high-pass filter with respect to
inductor current, such that the steeper the inductor current, the more sensitive
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the detection becomes. After a peak current is detected, a low-latency, asyn-
chronous state machine transitions to the next switch state, whcih is to briefly
turn on both of the NFETs and then go to OFF state as described above is done.
The state machine diagram is shown in Figure 3.6. Minimizing the state ma-
chine and detection latency is critical, as together with buffer chain delay, it lim-
its the lowest ripple that can be achieved. Since the buffer delay is fixed, and the
logic delay is already low, to reduce the ripple further either an increase in L or
C would be required. A more detailed circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.10,
which shows some of challenges associated managing multiple voltage levels
used to drive the power fets.
3.3.2 Level Shifting and Power Drive Strategy
After an event is detected and processed by the state machine, the next switch
configuration is sent to the decoder. This complete path can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.10. The full-custom decoder then translates each state bit description
into the actual voltage levels to be applied to the mid-driver (Figure 3.9), level
shifters (Figure 3.7) and tapered buffers. It is imperative to minimize the the
delay through the whole chain to prevent undesirable interaction with the state
machine algorithm. To this end, a capacitative level shifter is designed as it
is much faster than a regenerative based latch. Previous implementations of
capacitative level shifters include a resistor in feedback in the second, high volt-
age stage [29]. This solution biases the second stage around the inverter trip
point, but imposes a lower frequency limit on the operation of the level shifter.
The frequency limit is formed by the high pass filter composed of the resistor
and capacitor combination. Since the 3-level converter in DCM mode can have
extended non-switching periods that are difficult to predict, the resistive feed-
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Figure 3.6: One Hot, Asynchronous State Machine – Simplified state diagram
of the custom, ultra low latency state machine used to determine the next switch
configuration. The critical aspect of the design is to minimize the latency to less
than 150ps immediately after event detection. The arrows represent logic levels
of event comparators or delay block outputs. Such low latency would not be
possible with a clocked design in this process. One Hot design methodology
forbids self-referenced states. Red arrows show departure from that methodol-
ogy with custom logic.
back design is inadequate. Instead an inverter-latch based level shifter is used
as shown in Figure 3.7. The latch operates between the 1V to 2V voltage levels.
The inverter latch holds the state indefinitely, but one problem with this cir-
cuit that the initial state of the latch is undefined and possibly incorrect before
the first transition occurs. To solve this problem two feedforward, high voltage
(thick-oxide) transistors are employed. This feedforward path is slow, in the or-
der of microseconds, but when the circuit is powered up, the supply increases
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Figure 3.7: 1-0V to 2-1V Capacitative Level Shifter – is much faster then a
regenerative latch design in Figure 3.8 as it only uses thin oxide devices, but
only works above a certain frequency. Feedforward path uses native thick oxide
transistors to ensure the correct state during startup. Latency is around 80ps.
on the order of miliseconds due to large decoupling capacitors present on the
board or elsewhere.
3.3.3 Measured Results
We designed and fabricated a fully integrated 3-level buck converter using our
novel part-time resonant switching technique in a TSMC 65nm process (Fig-
ures 3.16). For fair comparison across inductor size and process, we also im-
plemented a traditional DCM mode as used in buck converters. The design
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Figure 3.8: 1-0V to 2-0V Regenerative Level Shifter – Traditional level shifter
with thick oxide devices provides transition of around 270ps as the bottom
NNOS transistors must over power the PMOS latch. This is used in parts of the
circuit where latency is not critical.
occupies 1.9x1.1mm2. We used a more conservative design with high voltage
breakdown option for capacitors, but standard breakdown would provide more
than two times increase in capacitance for the same area. In addition, a cus-
tom inductor such as one used in [26] would likely lead to further efficiency
improvement. To measure the efficiency we compared the power on input sup-
plies and that delivered to a combination of on-chip and off-chip load with vary-
ing impedances. The ripple was observed via a 50-ohm matched line on a real
time oscilloscope. In order to keep the ripple under the 100mV design target,
the circuit automatically adjusts the number of CLCs based on loading condi-
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Figure 3.9: Multi Level Driver With Thin Oxide Devices – was designed to
enable the middle PMOS and NMOS power fets‘ gates to be driven to either 0, 1
or 2V. It requires four independent inputs, which complicate the buffer strategy
and require a custom logic decoder
Figure 3.10: Full Block Diagram of the Power Stage Drive Strategy
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Figure 3.11: Measured ripple vs efficiency tradeoff for different number of cur-
rent limited cycles (CLCs) relative to a quasi-resonant cycle. Circles represent
non-current limited scheme. Blue: lighter load; red: heavier load.
Figure 3.12: Measured output ripple (diamonds) vs. DC output voltage without
current limiting for a 3-level converter for an input voltage of 1.8V across current
levels. Circles represent the corresponding efficiency
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Figure 3.13: Measured efficiency results with part time resonant switching for
100mV ripple and same converter with traditional DCM mode
tions as indicated by the output voltage waveforms (Figure 3.14).The number of
CLCs can also be changed by altering the Max Current Sense comparator offset
thus influencing the current threshold through the inductor. Of course, adding
CLCs, introduces slightly more switching and conduction losses. This tradeoff
is illustrated in Figure 3.11. Further reduction in ripple can be achieved by an
increase in output filtering cap. Even with the slight reduction in efficiency due
to ripple control our scheme compares favorably to DCM, which has to operate
at more than 3x the frequency increasing both switching and conduction loss
(Figure 3.13). As noted in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 this additional switching and
RMS conduction loss can be significant, and in this case accounts for a more than
60% improvement in efficiency across a range of low currents tested. In addi-
tion, this technique folds easily into existing designs of 3-level converters, and
requires minimum alteration to the 3-level CCM topologies presented in [22].
Compared to other work in this area (Table 3.1), the addition of the light load
operating mode makes 3-level converters even more appealing as a fully inte-
grated solution for efficient step down even at steep ratios. Using this technique,
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Figure 3.14: Measured output voltage ripple for different values of CLCs and
example sense/control waveforms for CLC=4.
we are able to achieve the highest measured efficiency of integrated buck con-
verter designs at high step down ratios and are able to support a wider range of
currents than reported switched capacitor designs or 3-level converter designs.
This improved performance for low voltages and currents is important for sup-
porting the wide dynamic range required for DVFS and processor applications
with extended sleep states.
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Figure 3.15: Layout and Floorplan of the 2 phase 3 level converter
Figure 3.16: Photo of Wirebonded Fabricated Chip
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Reference [52] [26] [29] [19] [49] [22] This work
Topology Buck Buck S.C. S.C. 3 level* 3 level 3 level
Technology [nm] 130 130 32 22 250 130 65
L/ph [nH] 3.9 2 n/a n/a 26.7 1 1.5
Cfly/ph [nF] n/a n/a 0.125 no info 5 4.5 1.5
Cout [nF] 12.2 5 n/a n/a 25.9 10 1.9
No. phases 4 1 32 4 1 4 2
Max current/ph [mA] 167 350 15.63 22 500 250 200
Min current [mA] 1 1 no info 1 1 100 1
Input voltage [V] 2.2 1.2 2 1 3.6 2.4 1.8
Conv. ratio 0.545 0.417 0.350 0.450 0.278 0.292 0.389
Eff at conv. ratio 56 55 62 63 65** 50 64
Max ripple [mV] 120 60 no info 130 60 >150 100
*bond wire/not fully integrated inductor, **simulated
Table 3.1: Comparison with other fully integrated converters for steepest con-
version ratios achieved with >50% efficiency.
3.4 Conclusions
The results in the preceding sections suggest that it is possible to extend the ef-
ficient operation regime for a fully-integrated 3-level converter. The designed
converter can operate from 15mA up to 150mA/phase with good efficiency for
the target voltage range (0.55-1.1V). Additional phases can be used to increase
the operating range on the high current end at the expense of area, but they
do not help on the low end. The converter achieves about 0.2W/mm2, but this
number would go up with possible improvements: a) embedding MOSCAPs
underneath the inductor b) using denser, low voltage MOSCAPs in the design.
Ultimately, the design is intended for a load that on average consumes about
100mA or more, but has extended sleep states that consume as little as 15mA.
One of the problems that becomes apparent is that if the load demands less
current, the converter design can not be easily reduced to accommodate that.
The flyback capacitor area can be reduced, but this would necessitate higher
switching frequencies due relative importance of L and C balance in the de-
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sign (as explored in [50]). The inductor is already scaled to a smallest reason-
able value. Further reduction of inductance would simply make its benefits
discussed above negligible and result would turn into a poorly controlled SC
converter.
The above argument suggest that a 3-level (or standard buck design for
that matter) is best suited for larger loads or a conglomeration of loads op-
erating at the same voltage. As will be discussed in the next chapter, it may
be best suited as a Single-Adjustable-Frequency-Regulator (SAVR). In addition,
the power density does not scale with process due to the inductor primarily
relaying on good metalization. Back-end metals are typically standard across
process generations and peak around 3um of top copper layer for advanced RF
processes. On the other hand, the MOS capacitor density still improves down to
22nm node where it is expected to plateu at around 10fF/µm2. Further reduc-
tion might be impractical due to increase in gate leakage currents. This tech-
nological considerations further motivate investigation of SC converters for a
more modular and flexible on-chip power supply delivery network.
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Chapter 4
Switch Capacitor Converters for Coarse and Fine
Grain Voltage Domains
As discussed in Section 3.4, the 3-level topology has certain short comings which
would make it unsuitable for the target system described in 4.1.1. In addition,
capacitor based switch mode converters benefit substantially from process scal-
ing. Figure 4.1 shows the predicted improvement for 22nm designs. The im-
provement in efficiency or power density of the converter comes from improve-
ment in MOSCAPs density (from 8fF to 11fF/µm2) and from reduced Ron of the
switches per gate area. Note that a 3-level design would also benefit from this
scaling, but not to the same extent as a switched capacitor converter as the in-
ductor essentially remains the same. Thus, we now explore the design space
and organization of on-chip switched capacitor based converters for multiple
loads.
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Figure 4.1: Switch Capacitor Converter Scaling based on ITRS models – Based
on predicted ITRS roadmap models, future SC converter implementations will
see significant performance improvements due to better switches and denser
MOSCAPs. The blue lines represent model predictions for various design points
in 22nm compared to a 65nm baseline design: area optimized for same efficiency
as 65nm (solid), efficiency optimized for same area as 65nm(dash) or a combi-
nation of the two (dash dot).
4.1 On-Chip Switched-Capacitor PDNs
An SC power distribution network (PDN) for a chip multicore processor is con-
structed from one or more on-chip SC regulators combined with on-chip inter-
connect, power gating logic, and possibly additional control circuitry. Figure 4.2
shows five possible versions of an on-chip PDN. In Figure 4.2(a), a single fixed
SC regulator is used to provide power to all cores at a common voltage. In
Figure 4.2(b), per-core adjustable SC regulators can enable fine-grain voltage
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Figure 4.2: Power Distribution Network Configurations for Multicore Pro-
cessors – Voltage regulators can be off- or on-chip to enable voltage scaling for
cores and L1 mem system; additional regulators can enable voltage scaling for
network and LLC. C = core; L1 = L1 mem system; VR = voltage regulator; L2 =
L2 cache; • = power supply fixed connection; ◦ = power supply selection switch.
Courtesy of Christopher Batten
scaling at large area overhead, and in Figure 4.2(c) this overhead is amortized
by grouping cores into shared voltage islands at the expense of voltage scal-
ing flexibility. In Figure 4.2(d), a small number of fixed SC regulators provide
a set of fixed voltage levels and power MOSFETs choose an appropriate level
for each core. Finally, Figure 4.2(e) illustrates how an RPDN is tightly inte-
grated with small per-core SC regulators to enable flexible reconfiguration of
energy storage on demand. In this thesis, we focus on the PDNs shown in Fig-
ures 4.2(a,b,e). RPDNs integrate similar functionality to the regulator shown in
Figure 4.2(d) with reduced area overhead since RPDNs have added flexibility
and each regulator does not need to be independently provisioned for the worst
case loads. Similarly, Figure 4.2(c) presents an interesting middle ground but re-
duces flexibility when compared to Figures 4.2(b,d,e) while requiring some area
overprovisioning relative to Figures 4.2(d,e).
In this section, we first sketch our target system and then analyze four po-
tential PDNs: single fixed-voltage regulator (Figure 4.2(a)), single adjustable-
voltage regulator (Figure 4.2(a)), multiple adjustable-voltage regulators (Fig-
ure 4.2(b)), and RPDNs (Figure 4.2(e)).
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4.1.1 Target System
The design of a specific PDN will depend heavily on the target system that
will use the regulated output power. Although much of our analysis is ap-
plicable to larger high-performance systems, we chose to focus on the smaller
low-power systems that will likely be the first to integrate significant on-chip
voltage regulation. Our target system is an embedded processor composed of:
eight in-order, single-issue, RISC cores; private, coherent 16 KB instruction and
data L1 caches; and a shared 512 KB unified L2 cache. We have implemented
the core and L1 memory system for this design in RTL and used a commer-
cial standard-cell-based ASIC CAD toolflow targeting a TSMC 65 nm process to
generate layout for one core and the associated L1 memory system. We assume
the external supply voltage is 2 V (it is typically used to power I/O circuits on
chip anyways) and that fine-grain voltage scaling should provide at least four
voltage levels: 0.9 V for the nominal supply voltage; 0.6 V for a slow, low-power
execution mode (which we call resting mode); 1.05 V for a fast, high-power high-
power execution mode (sprinting mode); and 1.2 Vfor an even faster execution
mode super sprinting mode). Analysis of the placed-and-routed design indicates
each core is approximately 0.75 mm2 and can run at 333 MHz at 0.8V. We predict
that more aggressive RTL and circuit design could increase this clock frequency
by 2x or more.
First-order estimates suggest the full eight-core system would be approx-
imately 0.75x8=6 mm2. When running a reasonable workload, each core/L1
consumes approximately 25 mW, and when idle (e.g., waiting for work or a
synchronization primitive), each core/L1 consumes approximately 3 mW. This
implies that the power for all eight cores and L1 memory system (excluding the
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L2 cache) can range from 100-200 mW and that the peak power density of the
cores and L1 memory system is approximately 0.05 W/mm2. For all designs we
assume (potentially multiple) on-chip phase-locked-loops (PLLs) to enable fast
frequency adjustment based on recent low-power designs [9, 13]. We will use
these target numbers to help drive the design of each PDN.
4.1.2 DVFS Plan
Supply
Voltage Frequency
Dyn. Power -
Calculated
Power -
Simulated
1.2 126% 181% 205%
1.1 114% 137% 146%
1 100% 100% 100%
0.9 85% 69% 66%
0.8 69% 44% 41%
0.7 52% 25% 23%
0.6 34% 12% 11%
Table 4.1: Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) Plan from simu-
lated FO4 inverter delay in 65nm Technology – Calculated power according,
to P = C fV2dd is very close to simulated power. Small discrepancy is likely due to
shoot-through current when both PMOS and NMOS conduct during switching
The gate level cell libraries are only characterized at two voltages and the
RTL synthesis only provides power and frequency at one point. However, an
accurate estimation of core frequency with changing Vdd is critical for our appli-
cation, as it directly impacts performance and power consumption. Therefore,
we use SPICE-level simulations to determine the scaled clock speeds for each
supply level on each core within the processor. We use 13 delay stages consist-
ing of multiple FO4 loaded inverters, NAND, and NOR gates connected in a
loop configuration, such that the total delay in the loop matches our RTL fre-
quency for a given voltage. We then observe the change in output frequency
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Figure 4.3: DVFS Piecewise Linear Fits and Error for 65nm – A single linear or
quadratic fit did not work across the range of interest. Best results were obtained
with a piecewise linear fit, taking the minimum of Fit Lo and Fit Hi fitted each
individually to the bottom and top portion of the simulated data respectively.
The coefficients are as follows: FLO = 9.28e8Vdd − 3.84e8 and FHI = 6.40e8Vdd −
1.14e8
with supply voltage as a model for the change in delay for a similar logic stage.
The results for the relative frequency and power changes from SPICE transient
simulation are shown in Table 4.1. Note that the ratio of the extreme power
points in the target range is 18x with a corresponding 4x ratio in frequency, so
the impact of DVFS on system power and performance is enormous. Using a
single linear or quadratic frequency scaling model did not produce a good fit
in the voltage range of interest between 0.6 and 1.2V. Best fit was obtained by
taking a minimum of the combination of two linear fits with the error being less
then 2% across the range of interest as seen in Section 4.3. Once below 0.6V, the
error increases dramatically; quadratic relationship would have to be employed
in this range as Vdd gets closer to the threshold voltage of the process.
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Figure 4.4: SFVR – (a) 2:1 topology converts Vin to Vin/2 for eight cores; S =
switches closed during serial mode; P = switches closed during parallel mode;
control unit monitors Vout to regulate switching frequency; 16 phases are in-
cluded to reduce ripple (only four phases shown for simplicity). (b) power
efficiency varies as a function of output power and flyback capacitance area.
Schematic diagram thanks to Christopher Batten
4.2 Organization of Voltage Domains
In the previous section, we established the target eight-core system, which ef-
fectively consists of eight dynamic loads. The power consumption of each load
varies according to the DVFS plan outlined, but also depends on particular
workloads scheduled for each core. The area of each core is known form the
RTL synthesis and we can now proceed to consider various PDNs for this sys-
tem along with the benefits and overheads they provide.
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4.2.1 SFVR: Single Fixed-Voltage Regulator
A single fixed-voltage regulator (SFVR) provides a useful baseline to compare
against more sophisticated PDNs. Figure 4.4(a) illustrates a basic 2:1 switched-
capacitor design. In series mode, the flying and load capacitance are connected
in series, and the input voltage supply charges up the the flying capacitor. In
parallel mode, the flying and load capacitance are disconnected from the input
voltage supply and connected in parallel; the flying capacitor acts as an en-
ergy source that is discharged into the load to supply power to the core. As
the converter switches between the series and parallel modes, the output volt-
age will gradually converge to be half the input voltage. Faster switching fre-
quencies reduce voltage ripple but decrease efficiency due to switching losses;
larger flying capacitors require more area but can enable slower switching fre-
quencies for the same load current increasing efficiency as they can hold more
charge. Figure 4.4(b) illustrates this trade-off using an analytical circuit-level
model. As the total area of the regulator increases, the curve moves to the right
and broadens, indicating higher efficiencies can be achieved at higher powers
and over a wider range of operating conditions. The switching frequency can
also be used for fine-grain control of the output voltage; a SFVR control unit
monitors the output voltage and adjusts the switching frequency in response to
varying current loads in order to maintain a constant output voltage. Realis-
tic switched-capacitor regulators almost always include support for switching
multiple phases of the signal in parallel to further minimize ripple. We explore
the SFVR design space for our 65nm CMOS process and find a reasonable de-
sign that can provide 75% power efficiency with an area of 0.24 mm2 (4% of
the core/L1 area). As noted previously, for a switched capacitor regulator with
many phases, it may be possible to repurpose the mandatory on-chip decou-
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Figure 4.5: SAVR – (a) control unit can configure flyback capacitance to convert
Vin to Vin/2, 3Vin/2, or Vin/3; other intermediate voltages are possible by ad-
justing the regulation frequency; 16 interleaved phases are included to reduce
ripple (only four phases shown for simplicity). (b) power efficiency varies as a
function of the target output voltage. (c) power efficiency also varies as a func-
tion of load current at a given target output voltage. Schematic diagram thanks to
Christopher Batten
pling capacitance as flying capacitance for the switching regulator, helping to
reduce the area overhead [29].
4.2.2 SAVR: Single Adjustable-Voltage Regulator
Although SVFR is simple and compact, it cannot exploit fine-grain voltage scal-
ing. Figure 4.5(a) illustrates a single adjustable voltage regulator (SAVR) that
can output a range of voltages from 0.6–1.1 V and thus enables temporal fine-
grain voltage scaling. This SC regulator uses a more complicated flyback capac-
itor topology to enable three input/output ratios. Because this regulator must
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support all possible operating conditions for the multi-processor, it is designed
for high efficiency even at the highest power levels, a condition that requires a
larger overall regulator in terms of capacitor area than the nominal or resting
conditions. The SC regulator achieves the highest efficiency at these discrete ra-
tios (0.6 V@2:1 = 56%, 0.8 V@2:1 = 72%, and 1.1 V@3:2 = 75%) although it is also
possible to output other target voltages with a linear decrease in efficiency (see
Figure 4.5(b)). Note that the power efficiency also varies with current at a given
target output voltage (see Figure 4.5(c)). Cores can potentially run in resting
mode when their performance is not critical to the overall application perfor-
mance (e.g., waiting on a long-latency cache miss or waiting for work) or run
in sprinting mode when their performance is critical to the overall application
performance (e.g., executing sequential code or a critical section, lagging behind
other cores). Note that all eight cores cannot run in sprinting mode without ex-
ceeding a reasonable chip-wide power limit, so sprinting is only possible when
some cores are power gated.
4.2.3 MAVR: Multiple Adjustable-Voltage Regulators
While SAVR offers the flexibility to achieve fine grain voltage regulation in time,
it requires that all cores be regulated to the same supply voltage at any given in-
stance in time. This does not allow the system flexibility to achieve the benefits
of dynamic voltage scaling across cores. Adding this functionality requires per-
core regulation like that shown in Figure 4.2(b). This SC regulator network is
composed of per core voltage regulators, each designed using the more com-
plicated flyback topology used in SAVR to support multiple operating voltages
and power conditions. Each MAVR converter operates with many phases and
together with each core forms a individual unit that is agnostic to power con-
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Figure 4.6: MAVR – (a) control unit can configure flyback capacitance to con-
vert Vin to Vin/2, 3Vin/2, or Vin/3; other intermediate voltages are possible by
adjusting the regulation frequency; 16 interleaved phases are included to reduce
ripple (only four phases shown for simplicity). (b) power efficiency varies as a
function of the target output voltage. Schematic diagram thanks to C. Batten
sumtion or voltage of other such units as shown in Figure 4.6. In this design,
each per-core regulator is designed to have an area of 0.1 mm2 based upon the
results of the analytical efficiency model shown in Figure 4.9. This large area
is required in order to achieve efficient regulation in even the high-power case
for each regulator, thus allowing compiler/programmer to remain agnostic to
the voltage regulation hardware. Designing for this operating point not only
consumes area, but also reduces the efficiency in the low-power resting mode,
since larger capacitors suffer from greater leakage as shown at the low power
end of the curve in Figure 4.9. In addition to the area overhead of MAVR, there
is also execution time overhead due to the transient response of level switching
shown in Figure 4.10. In order to switch between different power levels, the
feedback loop of the regulator must adjust the switching speed of the regulator
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Figure 4.7: RPDN Conceptual Diagram and Capacitance Over-provisioning –
The larger the output power of the converter, the more capacitance is required
for efficient operation. Shared energy storage (in this case capacitance) concept
diagram on the left.
to accommodate this change. This frequency adjustment causes the regulator to
settle to its steady state output voltage over some loop adaptation time. In the
case of MAVR this time can be more than 1 µs, as in the case shown where the
regulator switches from nominal to sprinting.
4.2.4 RPDN: Reconfigurable Power Distribution Networks -
Concept
Clearly a significant design challenge in per-core voltage regulation is how to
support multiple supply levels without over-provisioning the per-core regula-
tors. This is particularly important since the system will not typically support
every core sprinting at the same time, due to thermal and power constraints.
MAVR requires that each pre-core regulator independently support sprinting
mode. The efficiency vs capacitance area plot in Figure 4.7 show that the area re-
quired to support efficient conversion increases dramatically with output power
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Figure 4.8: RPDN Potential Implementation With Adjustable Unit Cells – All
unit cells are designed for an adjustable output voltage from 0.6–1.2 V; unit cells
A and B are powering core 0; unit cells C and D are powering core 1. Each core
has a dedicated control loop. Each cell has power switches to assign output to a
particular core and clock input mux to select the corresponding control loop
that the converter provides. Conversely, when low output power is required,
very little area is necessary for efficient operation. This is the key insight be-
hind RPDN. In order to mitigate MAVR’s area overhead we propose RPDN as a
mechanism for allowing per core regulation while sharing the large energy stor-
age elements across regulators, as shown in Figure 4.7. This way, when one core
is sprinting, it can greedily borrow capacitance from other regulators in resting
mode to improve overall efficiency.
Figure 4.8 illustrates a simple example RPDN for two cores. The RPDN con-
trol unit configures the RPDN switch fabric to connect RPDN unit cells to supply
power to each of the cores. In this example, each RPDN unit cell is a small
switched-capacitor 2:1 regulator and the RPDN switch fabric is a two-input,
two-output crossbar. In nominal mode, the RPDN switch fabric is configured
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Figure 4.9: MAVR and RPDN Power Efficiency vs. Output Power per Core –
RPDN tracks best possible efficiency while maintaining lowest area. MAVR ef-
ficiency drops at lower power as loses due to leakage become a more significant
portion of output power. RPDN cell efficiencies for unit cell of 0.015 mm2 for
1, 2 and 4 cells in parallel are also shown. Inset shows sample area utilization
and relative size of MAVR compared to RPDN where each of cores is operat-
ing in a distinct mode (rest, nominal, sprint, and super-sprint). RPDN shows
corresponding cell allocation.
such that regulators A and B supply core 0 and regulators C and D supply core 1.
If core 0 is idle while core 1 is sprinting, the RPDN switch fabric can be recon-
figured such that regulator A continues to supply a lower voltage and current
to core 0 while regulators B–D supply a higher voltage and current to core 1.
The design in Figure 4.8 is greatly simplified to illustrate the basic concept of
RPDNs. Our actual RPDN design includes eight cores, 32 unit cells, and eight
phases per cell. Preliminary estimates showed that scaling the RPDN switch
fabric across all eight cores incurred significant losses, so the RPDN is parti-
tioned into two sub-RPDNs with each RPDN operating in a relatively isolated
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fashion to manage four cores. Each sub-RPDN has half of the 32 unit cells to
distribute to its respective four cores. Each unit cell uses the more sophisticated
multi-level SC regulator design that enables both 2:1 and 3:2 step-down con-
versions similar to the regulator shown in Figure 4.5(a) except with only eight
phases. Based on 65 nm transistor-level models, the power switches introduce
a 0.5% efficiency degradation with a negligible 2% extra converter area. More
details can be found in Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 6.3.1
The RPDN architecture offers obvious advantages in terms of area savings.
Based on analytical model developed by Seeman [43] and augmented to include
the effect of leakage, we compute the relative area and efficiency for each case
described. These results, shown in Table 4.2, indicate an area savings of 40%
over MAVR (see Figure 5.6) to support per core supply regulation across the
same number of cores. Other advantages exist as well. At low power, regu-
lators can be configured for lower capacitance, improving the efficiency at the
low end by reducing the impact of leakage. As a result, RPDN is able to achieve
the maximum efficiency across the range of SC converter designs as shown by
the solid line in Figure 4.9. Furthermore, because each converter has the flex-
ibility to change not only the SC divide ratio, but also the capacitance associ-
ated with that voltage and power level, this impacts switching transients. In
the MAVR and SAVR cases, when a regulator moves from nominal to sprint-
ing mode, the feedback loop must adjust the switching speed up quite a bit to
accommodate the new power level. Alternatively, in the RPDN case, adjusting
from nominal to sprinting mode will adjust both the voltage level and the capac-
itance, requiring the feedback loop to make a much smaller change in switch-
ing speed. These predictions were verified by a spice level simulation with a
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~0.3μS ~0.5μS
~1.5μS ~1.4μS
~1.9μS ~1.8μS
Figure 4.10: MAVR Transient Response – Transistor level transient simulation
of the MAVR design with fixed capacitance per core. Response times vary from
0.3–1.9 µs.
~50ns
~75ns
(a)
~85ns
~90ns
(b)
Figure 4.11: RPDN Transient Response – Four-core sub-RPDN design with
capacitance reallocation: (a) all cores start at nominal and move to four distinct
levels and than back to nominal; (b) barious cases, including worst case from
sprinting to resting modes.
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PDN Eff Area Area Overhead as
Area Decap Overhead Perecent of Core Area
(mm2) (mm2) (mm2) P = 0.05 P = 0.15 P = 0.25
S*VR 0.24 0.12 0.12 2% 6% 10%
MAVR 0.80 0.40 0.40 7% 30% 57%
RPDN 0.48 0.24 0.24 4% 14% 30%
Table 4.2: Comparison of PDN Area Overhead – S*VR = SFVR and SAVR have
similar overheads. Core area assumed to be 6mm2. First three columns assume
a core power density of 0.05 W/mm2. Final three columns extrapolate area over-
heads as a function of core power density (P). Since SC provides effective de-
coupling cap, overhead is just area required beyond what would have already
been required for 10% decoupling cap. For this design, beyond 0.05 W/mm2 the
converter area exceeds the decap area, thus reducing this overhead is critical.
PDN Power Efficiency Transient Voltage
Area for Vout = Response (ns) Scaling
(mm2) 0.6V 0.8V 1.1V Min Typ Max Space Time
SFVR 0.24 n/a 75% n/a n/a n/a n/a No No
SAVR 0.24 56% 72% 75% 70 250 480 No Yes1
MAVR 0.80 51% 73% 73% 360 900 1850 Yes Yes
RPDN 0.48 62% 75% 74% 30 70 170 Yes Yes
Table 4.3: Comparison of PDNs – Roughly organized in increasing complexity,
capability, and performance. 1SAVR sprinting mode is only possible if idle cores
are power gated.
verilog-a based model of the frequency loop reflecting individual blocks of the
loop.
The result, as can be seen in Figure 4.11, is that for each case of adjusting
the regulator over a four core RPDN, the transient time to adapt to steady state
is less than 150nS, more than an order of magnitude faster than the transient
response for MAVR as shown in Figure 4.10.
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4.3 Summary of SC Regulator Configurations
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the tradeoffs discussed in the previous sections.
While on-chip voltage regulation offers the potential for fast, flexible control,
it also incurs various overheads. In the case of SFVR, no flexibility is offered.
SAVR offers some flexibility in time, with longer transient times to reach each
steady state regulation voltage, however all cores must be regulated together,
reducing the ability to independently optimize threads in a multi-threaded ap-
plication. MAVR increases the flexibility for fine-grain voltage scaling, but at
a high area overhead, reduced efficiency across the operating range, long re-
sponse times. Finally, RPDN offers an interesting middle ground. RPDN en-
ables the flexibility of MAVR with significantly reduced area overhead, im-
proved efficiency across the operating range, and faster transient adaptation.
4.4 PDN Impact on Eight-core System Performance
In this section we analyze the impact of PDNs on the system level performance
and power. As mentioned in Section , single-threaded workloads 41-64% speed
up in execution time across benchmarks, simply due to boosted operating fre-
quency of the core. This improvement comes are various power overheads de-
pending on PDN type, used as seen on the Figure 4.12. RPDN offers the lowest
power due higher efficiency compared to MAVR at low powers thanks reduc-
tion in leakage. Next we consider RPDN impact on energy efficiency and speed
up for multi-threaded workloads. In Section 1.2.2 parameter sweeps for dif-
ferent characteristics of a PDN set minimum design targets that achieve best
performance gains. Figure 4.13 shows simulation results for same applications
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Figure 4.12: Breakdown of Power for Single-threaded applications for Vari-
ous PDNs– The blue area represents power lost in the regulator and there are
also leakage and PLL components as well as contributions from various cores.
The cases from the left are as follows: 1) Baseline - all cores at nominal voltage
of 0.8V - no performance improvement 2) All cores at 1.1V boost voltage , in-
cluding cores 1-7 which aren’t doing useful work 3) Cores 1-7 are power gated
- this power saving technique is orthogonal to fine grain DVFS explored in this
work and can result additional latency not modeled here 4) Independent core
supply voltage regulators allow core 0 to run at 1.1V and others at 0.6V to save
energy 5) Improved version of (4) presented in this work in Section 4 using Re-
configurable Power Distribution Networks which also consumes 40% less area.
*results generated by Christopher Torng using cycle level simulator with converter effi-
ciency data
on the target system (Section 4.1.1) including the realistic overheads for PDN
considered in chapter 4. Even though RPDN shows higher normalized power
for some of the applications, it is actually more energy efficient since the task is
competed faster compared to MAVR and shown in the normalized energy effi-
ciency plot in Figure 4.14 and in Table 4.4. Applications with a lot of transitions
such as viterbi and dither show reduced contribution to ’transition’ part of the
overall power for RPDN as compared to MAVR. Thus RPDN shows a clear ben-
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Figure 4.13: System-Level Evaluation for SFVR, MAVR, and RPDN – MAVR
and RPDN power results all normalized to SFVR. ”transition” is transition
power overhead. ”pow eff” is regulator power efficiency overhead. ”leak” is
leakage power. *Architecture results thanks to Christopher Torng
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Figure 4.14: System-Level Evaluation for SFVR, MAVR, and RPDN – MAVR
and RPDN energy efficiency vs speedup (performance) normalized to SFVR.
*Architecture results thanks to Christopher Torng
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# Voltage SFVR Exec MAVR RPDN SFVR MAVR RPDN
App Transitions Time (us) Speedup Speedup Energy (uJ) Enorm Enorm
bfs 47 169 1.08 1.21 9 0.84 0.77
bilateral 11 4638 1.00 1.00 511 1.00 1.00
dither 3899 6238 0.88 1.26 412 1.08 0.89
kmeans 396 519 0.87 1.02 47 1.06 0.98
mriq 39 12342 1.18 1.19 993 0.84 0.82
scluster 244 67012 1.09 1.30 5203 0.80 0.68
rsort 205 341 0.90 1.05 26 1.02 0.93
strsearch 25 1601 1.04 1.05 335 1.00 1.00
viterbi 25924 7239 0.59 1.06 1612 0.74 0.71
splash2-fft - 2579 1.00 1.00 137 0.94 0.93
splash2-lu-n - 15167 1.27 1.27 465 0.93 0.89
Table 4.4: Application Performance and Energy – Speedups and normalized
energy (Enorm) are all relative to SFVR. All applications are instrumented with
activity hints. Some do not report progress hints. *Architecture results thanks to
Christopher Torng
efit from providing a 10x faster response to varying voltage levels. Note that
the extra power during a transition comes from the fact that a core needs to be
at a slowest clock while supply voltage either increases or decreases above the
minimum level mandated by the DVFS plan.
The above system results suggest that RPDN can meet the demands set forth
by the study in Section 1.2.2 and can provide the predicted gains for multi-
and single-threaded applications for the target eight-core system. Thus, further
investigation of RPDN as an enabler for fine-grain voltage scaling is promising
direction, that will be pursued in the remaining chapters.
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Chapter 5
RPDN Design
Having obtained promising system-level results for RPDN, in this and subse-
quent chapter we proceed with the design and physical implementation of an
RPDN circuit. Additional trade-offs and impact of particular circuit design de-
tails need to be considered for a successful physical implementation of RPDN.
In this chapter, we consider the SC converter design trade-offs in the context of
RPDN and then move on to RPDN specific components. Ultimately, the goal
is to validate the RPDN concept and assertions sketched out in the previous
chapter against real circuit design challenges.
5.1 Switch to Capacitor Area Design
Before exploring design of RPDN based on SC, it is important to understand
the design tradeoffs associated with SC converters in general. This topic has
been extensively studied in [43]. Previous works often assume that total area
is a fixed parameter dictated by the application constraints [29] and only one
load is considered. For the purposes of RPDN, the concept of area becomes a
variable i.e. capacitors can be reassigned between loads. However, the size of
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Figure 5.1: Min capacitance required to achieve efficiency at a given current –
is a strong function of switch area. In genreal for Sc converters, bigger switches
result in less capacitance required for given current but also limit peak effi-
ciency that can be acheived. For example designs with 2% and 3% switch-to-
capacitance area can never achieve 80% efficiency
the switches for a SC converter remains a key design parameter that requires
further consideration. Figure 5.1 shows minimum capacitor area that will be
required to achieve certain efficiency for increasing current at 0.8V output in 2:1
configuration in 65nm technology using MOSCAPs. Note that the capacitors
dominate the total area of four switches required to realize a 2:1 converter. If
designing for minimum area, peak efficiency is reduced; if designing for peak
efficiency a very large area is required especially at higher currents.
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Figure 5.2: Switch Area vs Load Current Efficiency Contours – For RPDN its
best to add switch area proportionally with capactiance to stay on the peak effi-
ciency area.
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Typical designs target a narrow range of current operation and as such a
fixed switch-to-capacitance area ratio is sufficient. However, if the desired cur-
rent range is large and area is limited, then a variable switch size might be an
interesting option for area constrained designs that do not frequently operate at
high currents due the resulting reduced efficiency in that range. This approach
is can be visualized by moving along a horizontal line in Figure 5.1. Such an op-
timization approach is orthogonal and complementary to RPDN. For RPDN we
choose a fixed switch-to-capacitance ratio to avoid complexities in subsequent
design procedure. This is equivalent to moving along the contour lines. Com-
bining fixed RPDN approach and variable switch size optimization approach
would result in movement in between the lines and horizontal line as the load
current varies. Figure 5.2 illustrates the RPDN switch optimization approach in
another dimension on a contour plot for two different capacitor sizes. Note the
dark red 85% efficiency region is extended for the larger area. At this point it
is important to point out a ’cliff’ where efficiency falls off dramatically to less
then 50%. This needs to be taken in to account and certain amount of over-
provisioning is necessary. A design that lies on the edge, while having mini-
mum area can easily fail in presence of process variation or unaccounted series
resistance.
5.2 RPDN Capacitance Allocation
One benefit of a fixed switch area is that it makes it easier to treat RPDN as unit
capacitance cells, that be reallocated to a particular load. Each unit capacitance
cell’s switch area is fixed. In this way as capacitance is added to support a higher
load current, so is a proportional switch area. Unit capacitance cells are discrete
and can only be reallocated incrementally. Thus, two questions emerge: 1) what
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is the optimal capacitance allocation given a number of loads with different op-
erating points? 2) how many unit capacitance cells are needed to approximate
an optimal allocation. To answer the first question, system efficiency can be
defined as
ηsystem =
∑i=cores
i=1 ViIi
VchipIchip
(5.1)
Thus, for every load condition, there exists one or more optimal allocations,
which maximizes ηsystem. It can found by setting the number of divisions to a
high number and then simply searching for configuration with the higest ηsystem.
Note that for C cores and DIV divisions, the number of possible allocations is
given by:
No. of Allocations =
(
C + DIV − 1
C − 1
)
=
C(C + 1)...(C + DIV − 1)
(DIV − 1)! (5.2)
A Matlab script was written to automate the procedure. After finding the best
allocation, the number of divisions was reduced until ηsystem was 0.5% less than
ηsystem with the optimal allocation. It was found that 20 divisions for 4 loads is in
fact sufficient. While this procedure is straightforward in Matlab, circuit imple-
mentation should be considered at this point. Table 5.1 shows that the number
of allocations as calculated by Equation 5.2 grows very fast with the number of
cores and divisions. Hardware would need to be implemented that can make
the decision on the order of up to 10s of nanoseconds. Such fast decision could
be only made if a simple look up table is hard coded, but that is only possible if
the number of allocations is small. More complicated RPDN would require con-
vex optimization algorithm to arrive at the optimal allocation given a particular
loading condition.
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Number of
Divisions
Number
of Cores
Possible
Alloctaions
16 4 969
20 4 1771
30 4 5456
16 8 245157
20 8 888030
30 8 10295472
Table 5.1: Number of possible RPDN unit cell allocations as a function of
number of cores and divisions
Figure 5.3: RPDN Switch Overhead – Bigger power switches have less loss but
also add more the RPDN area overhead. The Small dropout voltage caused by
the switch can be easily compensated by supplying a higher input voltage to
the converter.
5.3 RPDN Power Switch Tradeoffs
Following preceding discussion, a structure now for RPDN now emerges that
is similar like that of Figure 4.8. Each unit cell is designed independently and
consists of eight phases to reduce ripple at the output. The final addition to
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make RPDN possible is the switch fabric i.e. the power switches that reassign
the unit cells’ outputs to a particular load. These switches should be made large
as they switch infrequently and the gate are insignificant. Due the finite resis-
tance of the switches, they add a small amount of voltage drop at the output,
however, this could be easily compensated for by increasing the supply to the
converter by the equivalent amount. Nevertheless, the power switch resistance
directly impacts the efficiency through resistive loss; alternatively making the
switch larger increases the area overhead of the RPDN. This trade-off is illus-
trated in Figure 5.3 by using 1V breakdown devices from 65nm process. As
expected, best results are obtained with NFETs, but the drive strategy is signifi-
cantly more complicated compared to the PMOS switch as will be discussed in
more detail in Section 6.3.1. For now, it is sufficient to observe that the power
switches degrade the efficiency by less then 1% with at most 4% additional area
for a 4-core RPDN.
5.4 Transient Response
As mentioned in Section 1.2.2, short voltage transition time is of paramount im-
portance for modern multi threaded workloads. Voltage regulators typically
employ a feedback loop to guarantee a fixed output voltage for a changing load
current. The dynamics of the loop must be chosen to prevent instabilities or
secondary oscillations while at the same time producing fast response. These
are conflicting requirements that need to be properly balanced. Various control
strategies have been proposed in literature. The most conventional one is a fre-
quency based loop based on a charge pump and voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) [28]. Others use a flip-flop based hysteretic control which combines fre-
quency and duty cycle control to help with transient events [19, 20]. Another
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Figure 5.4: Standard Frequency Control Loop –
approach is to use fixed frequency and vary the amount of capacitance to ac-
complish regulation [40]. Finally, a third attempt at combining the two methods
is presented in [48] mainly for ripple reduction at low loads. In this work, a
standard frequency loop with a charged pump and its integration with RPDN
is explored. RPDN helps to improve the dynamics for the loop by effectively
augmenting the control with capacitance modulation. However, other control
approaches as referenced above could also be integrated with RPDN.
5.4.1 Control Loop
A frequency compensation loop is considered as illustrated in Figure 5.4. Out-
put voltage is sensed by the comparator which generates up-down pulses for
the charge pump which acts as and effective integrator. The output of the charge
pump controls the VCO. The output of the VCO is then divided down into num-
ber of phases phases required. Alternatively a slower, multistage VCO can be
used to generate all the required phases. Further description of the clocking
implementation can be found in Section 6.2.3. The dynamics of the loop are de-
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termined by comparator clock, ratio of the charge pump current and capacitor
and the vco gain. For a given comparator clock the dynamics are expressed by:
fvco = fmin + K fmin(
∫ t
0
I
C
sign(Vout − Vre f )dt (5.3)
Equation 5.3 indicates that higher I/C ratio provides faster response time and
thus better output voltage tracking of Vre f by the regulator. On the other hand,
setting I/C too high leads to output oscillation as the regulator alternately over
and under compensates. This output oscillation adds to an already existing rip-
ple at the output due to fundamental operation of the converter. It is most prob-
lematic in the light load condition and when target output Vre f is significantly
below ideal voltage for a given conversion ratio. Assuming the output volt-
age is relatively constant and sampled by the comparator with clock frequency
fcomparator, the output voltage oscillates with fcomparator.
5.4.2 Determining the Transient Settling Time
For the purposes of estimating the transient response of configurations in chap-
ter 4 and choosing the correct parameters for the frequency loop, one can start
the design process by placing a limit on the output oscillations at light load to
10% of the DC output voltage. For a particular converter and VCO design, a
predetermined fcomparator and load current and voltage extremes, this sets a limit
to highest allowable I/C ratio. Once this is known, the regulator’s response
time can be easily established thanks to a direct mapping that exists between
converter frequency and the output power it can provide. An example of such
mapping is shown in Figure 5.5 for RPDN and MAVR. As output voltage in-
creases, so does the load current according to DVFS plan as described in Section
4.1.2. This is another advantage of designing for a specific load. For the target
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system, described in Section 4.1.1, the power consumption for typical loads is
known based on architecture level simulations, it varies only with in 10% for
a fully active core. (For more complicated out-of-order cores, there is potential
for complex load behavior, for example when there is a stall due memory miss
followed by intense period of computation). Key observation from the plot is
that converter frequency is an exponential function of output power. What this
means is the output voltage is very sensitive to a change in converter frequency
when power is low. Likewise it is very insensitive to converter frequency when
power is high. Note, that typical VCO’s frequency dependence on control volt-
age is linear; similarly the charge pump output voltage changes linearly with
current. Further modification for this control scheme will be discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2.2.
The 10x improvement in response for RPDN over MAVR comes about in
two ways: First, most transitions in RPDN covers a narrow frequency range
because unit capacitance cells are added and subtracted as the output power is
varied as indicated by the black solid line. Second and more important effect
has to do with I/C ratio choice. For MAVR, a converter sized for the maximum
power (area > 0.18mm2) requires a low value for I/C to limit oscillation for Pout
less than 10mW. For RPDN the converter area is reduced to 0.03mm2and the
resulting converter has little effect on the output power provided to the load.
This translates to a smaller output voltage oscillation for the same frequency
variation due under and over compensating by the charge pump. Thus, I/C
can be set about an order of magnitude higher relative to MAVR. The estimated
response are summarized in Table 4.3.
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Figure 5.5: Converter Frequency vs Output Power for Different Capacitor Size
– SC converter’s output power has an exponential dependence on switching
frequency. To cover a wide load range MAVR (0.18 mm2 or more) has to cover a
wide range frequencies, resulting in slow performance at high power As power
and voltage of the load increase, RPDN adjusts the converter size, keeping the
frequency in a narrow range (black line). Here, the MAVR and RPDN designs are
twice the area of designs in chapter 4 to support higher power
5.5 RPDN Area Savings
In this section we analyze the impact of RPDN on the area and efficiecny over-
head. First, we look at system level efficiency and area impact. For this pur-
pose we consider a four-core RPDN with 20 unit cells. As discussed in the next
chapter, certain implementation overheads such as clock SC clock distribution
or power routing may make an eight-core RPDN challenging to design. How-
ever, an eight-core RPDN could be partitioned to 2 four-core RPDNs. Figure
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Figure 5.6: Estimated System Efficiency for Various Configurations – baseline-
34, basline-40, baseline-43, rpdn-31 use 0.34, 0.40, 0.43, and 0.31 mm2 respectively;
G = gated mode w/ 0V@0mA; I = idle mode w/ 0.6V@10mA; N = nominal
mode w/ 0.8V@50mA; S = sprinting mode w/ 1.1V@80mA; results for 65 nm
CMOS using steady-state analytical model of just voltage regulators.
5.6 shows system efficiency (Equation 5.1) for various core operating mode con-
figurations. For this loading scenario, a much smaller RPDN design compares
favorably to a MAVR design that takes 40% more area. The actual area savings
for RPDN depend on specific operating modes and the different power values
between the modes. In general, the less simultaneous sprinting cores need to
be supported and the bigger the power difference between sprint and idle, the
larger the area savings that RPDN can provide. The estimate in Figure 5.6 is
a conservative choice since there is about 2x difference in power from 0.8V to
1.1V. The power difference comes down to the choice of frequencies at which
the cores operate for a given supply voltage. According circuit simulations from
Section 4.1.2, the maximum frequency increase that could be obtained between
0.8 and 1.1V would result in a 3x operating power difference. Note that the 40%
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estimate does not include the RPDN power mux switches which can diminish
the area savings from 3% to 10% of depending on implementation details.
In chapter 4 we started with a Matlab level description of voltage regulators
to arrive at the RPDN concept. This model was then refined to include leakage
for low power levels and transient response estimation. This was followed by a
spice-level circuit model that confirmed the accuracy of the Matlab predictions
for efficiency and area estimates. However, the control loop is a verilog-A model
of the various blocks that would have to be implemented in a real circuit. The
final step is designing a functional RPDN circuit that only contains transistors
and includes the parasitics of the interconnect along with test circuits to measure
the fabricated circuit. Detailed circuit-level implementation of RPDN explored
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
RPDN Circuit Implementation
Structured, hierarchical approach is key to implementing RPDN. The circuit in-
volves additional complexities that are not present in a single load DC-DC con-
verter design. For example, there are four independent control loops, one for
each load. Each loop generates its own clock domain; then each clock domain
has 8 phases, resulting in 32 clock signals that must be routed to every cell on
chip. Control signals for cell allocation must also be preprogrammed and stored
in address registers that can flipped to alternate configuration in a matter of
nanoseconds. Supply and load power plane routing becomes more challenging,
which necessitates careful floor planning for the required individual switched
capacitor cells at each hierarchy level. The design of a highly hierarchical struc-
ture for tractable design will be described in this chapter. Further refinements of
the RPDN circuit concept are considered as interesting implementation details
emerge.
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Figure 6.1: RPDN Hierarchy
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Figure 6.2: Full RPDN Chip Layout
Figure 6.3: Cluster Floorplan
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6.1 Cluster and Cell Hierarchy
The RPDN design implementation is started by partitioning the circuits into hi-
erarchy as seen in Figure 6.1. For a 4-core RPDN circuit, from previous section,
at least 16 clusters are required. Each of the clusters is independent and can
channel its output to one of the four loads. A cluster is defined as a conglom-
eration of 8 cells each operating with a phase of the clock offset by 45 degrees.
Therefore each cluster receives four clocks from the control loops and multi-
plexes between them depending on which load is the cluster allocated to. Clock
routing and phase generation are described in more detail in in Section 6.2.3.
In the initial RPDN model in previous chapter, the power mux switches (more
details in Section 6.3.1 were at the cell level. However, additional decode logic,
logic level shifter and clamping circuitry that were introduced at this design
stage take up area that would unnecessarily have to be repeated in every cell.
In general, it is a good strategy to move components up in hierarchy as high as
possible to ensure the most compact layout.
Configuration control block holds the registers that determine two states for
the cluster. The cluster can switch rapidly between these two states. Each state
holds 3 bits: 1 bit to set the 2:1 and 3:2 configuration modes for all the cells in
the cluster; 2 address bits to set the power mux to any of the four loads. In
addition, the configuration control block holds two default states in case the
registers cannot be programmed properly.
The cell level takes only two signals as inputs, a single clock and 3:2 mode
configuration bit. As such this level is makes up the core of the DC-DC con-
verter that is has no knowledge of RPDN. It is self contained which means it
could be further improved locally without impacting RPDN. In fact, most of the
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efficiency performance of the converter is determined at this level; only power
mux related loss is outside of the realm. The sole clock input is inverted and
goes through non-overlap circuit to generate φ1 and φ2. φ1 and φ2 are cell sub-
phases used to alternately charge and discharge the main capacitors as shown
on the transistor level in Figure 6.1 The non-overlap circuits guarantees that
the switches are turned off before the others are turned on. The choice of the
non-overlap duration is chosen to be around 60ps. If this time is chosen too
short, additional timing variations due in level shifters and buffers and propa-
gation delay mismatches can cause overlap leading to loss as supply can shorted
to ground briefly for example. On the other hand, introducing too long non-
overlap duration can also impact efficiency at high operating frequencies as the
conduction angle of the switches is reduced, which ultimately limits the maxi-
mum power the converter can achieve with good efficiency. The level shifters
that follow are similar to the ones in Figure 3.7 and generate high voltage ver-
sions of φ1 and φ2. Last stage before the power stage consists of tapered buffers,
which also include power gating circuits for selected signals depending on the
mode of operation. The driving of the mid-transistor and its logic require more
consideration. This transistor operates in between 2 and 1V in 3:2 mode and is
on during the discharge cycle. But during 2:1 mode it must operate between 0
and 1V to prevent oxide breakdown, while keeping the device in the off state. In
fact, it is needs to be clamped to either the output of the cell rather then a fixed
1V supply. A different, more complicated approach was taken to accomplish
this task compared to [29] which uses a floating inverter. Figure 6.4 shows the
schematic of the final driver stage. The driver utilizes only 1V devices and of-
fers a significant speed advantage so that the drive signal for the mid transistor
stays within the timing budget.
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Figure 6.4: Mid Transistor Driver Design
The operation of the circuit is such that transistors M18 and M19 are
switched in 3:2 mode, causing middrive signal to go between CELLOUT and
VDD2DRV. In 2:1 mode M21 and M17 are switched and the drive signal is be-
tween CELLOUT and GND. Transistors M28 M22 only serve to prevent over
voltage stress on M21 and M19. All switches are driven independently with spe-
cialized logic that includes high voltage transmission gates and pull up/down
transistors to turn off the unused devices. Finally, the power stage level is simi-
lar architecture to [29] but simplified to not include the 3:1 mode. During initial
design phase using the analytical Matlab model, it was found that the 3:1 mode
has little efficiency benefit for the voltage ranges of the target system compared
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to regulating down a 2:1 mode to 0.6V. At the same time the 3:1 mode adds sig-
nificant complications to power stage and cell design. The ratio of switch to area
was chosen at 4.2%, which is higher then 3% considered in previous chapter to
account for additional parasitic resistance of traces.
Overall, the addition of the power stage drivers and the mid-transistor drive
scheme degrades the efficiency by about 1-2% from the Matlab model predic-
tion in previous chapter. This to be expected as those circuits are not accounted
for in the model. Exact power optimization of these stage could push this num-
ber down to 1%. The drivers were over-designed for two reasons. First to allow
flexible choice for a power stage and potentially accommodate bigger power
switches, if it was found necessary later in the design process. Second, to make
the design robust against process variation and anticipate parasitic capacitance
and resistance due to wiring that would inevitably be added during layout
stage. The loss due to the driver circuits becomes much more pronounced at
low current levels (< 10mA) where it becomes a greater part of total power de-
livered to the load. In fact, yet another benefit of RPDN is scaling this loss by
adjusting the size of the converter dynamically based on load demands. This is
a similar technique employed in buck converters [26] and [46].
6.2 Realistic Control Loop
The control loop in the physical implementation underwent significant changes
from the one presented in Figure 5.4. The changes necessary for functional im-
plementation will be described in this section.
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Figure 6.5: Implemented Control Loop for RPDN
6.2.1 Comparator Clocking
In previous chapter, a separate 100MHz clock was assumed for the comparator
for the transient time simulation. The reasoning was that the faster clock limits
the maximum ripple at the charge pump output Vctrl and thus reduces the fre-
quency variation of the converter minimizing the secondary output voltage rip-
ple as discussed in Section 5.4.2 when converter switching frequency is low. On
can imagine that an even faster comparator clock might be even more beneficial
and a 1GHz clock was used to test this theory in simulation. Aside from the fact
that this solution would require a separate oscillator, this solution means that
the output is effectively sampled asynchronously. Recall that the output ripple
is synchronous with the main VCO clock. In the limit where the comparator
clock is much faster then the ripple, the output is sampled continuously. But
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that assumption is not entirely correct as the fundamental frequency of the out-
put ripple is the converter frequency multiplied by the number of phases. In the
worst case, the sampling frequency can form an unpredictable beating pattern
with the output ripple due to the asynchronous relation between the two. In
fact, the beating pattern only appeared on one of the corners, making it diffi-
cult to predict or find the worst case secondary oscillation, and what follows, to
properly design the converter’s feedback loop for best possible response.
A better solution is to use the converter’s VCO to clock the comparator. Then
the output voltage is always sampled at the same point relative to the ripple
frequency. For reasons described in Section 6.2.3 the VCO is running at 4x the
frequency of the converter, or half the fundamental frequency of the ripple. This
ensures a faster response to a change in output voltage than if the VCO was run-
ning at converter’s frequency. This approach results in a predictable behavior
of the secondary oscillation that can be reduced by trading off response time.
6.2.2 One Shot vs Linear Charge Pump Current Control
In the previous chapter, linear charge pump current control was considered,
meaning the charge pump always pulls the VCO to either run slower or faster;
it cannot maintain the frequency. This is similar to a bang-bang phase detector.
From the converter point of view, it means that the output is always either too
high or too low resulting in small oscillation around the target voltage (on top
of the converter ripple). Another conclusion from previous chapter was that
converter has an exponential dependence on output power as seen in Figure
5.5. As a result, the converter’s regulation of the output voltage is to sensitive to
changes in frequency at low power and not sensitive enough at high power. One
way to mitigate this effect is to use a one shot block following the comparator.
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Figure 6.6: Transient Response of the Implemented RPDN Circuit – 4 loads and
16 clusters are reconfigured to various voltages at time=100ns and then back to
the original configuration at time=200ns. Blue represents linear charge pump
control and purple is using oneshot.
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Figure 6.7: Transient Simulation Using Oneshot in Feedback Loop – Rate of
pulses that control the charge pump and update Vctrl is proportional to the fre-
quency of the converter. Orange pulse is speeds up the VCO, purple slows it
down.Green is the VCO’s control voltage and red is the converter’s output volt-
age
Figure 6.7illustrates what happens in the control loop when one shot is used. By
forcing the update of Vctrl to be frequency dependent, the one shot block causes
the control loop to have a complementary response to converter’s output power
dependence on frequency as illustrated by the green curve in Figure 6.7. This
is in contrast to a linear charge pump control where to curve only follows a lin-
ear trajectory. A dynamic reallocation of a core RPDN is shown in Figure 6.6
for the same loading cases with and without the use of one-shot. The charge
pump current was increased by eight times to ensure a similar response time
for a fair comparison between the two. The one-shot shows slightly less sec-
ondary ripple once steady state, but it is not clear which method is better and
further investigation is necessary, which is why both schemes are implemented
on chip. The linear control has relatively faster response at low switching fre-
quency but slower at fast switching frequency, so the choice of charge pump
current is different then for the one-shot. One could optimize for the same sec-
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ondary oscillation magnitude or for the same response across a range of volt-
ages and the conclusion would be different for each case. Further extensions
and improvements to this scheme is discussed in Section 7.1.
6.2.3 VCO and Clock Distribution
While a single ended VCO was adequate for first order modeling of the control
loop, a real circuit will have significant supply noise that can affect the VCO’s
frequency. It is well known that single ended ring oscillator based VCO’s are
very susceptible to supply and ground noise. Jitter and phase noise are sec-
ondary considerations in this application and they should not have significant
impact on the output. Still a fully differential VCO offers much better supply
noise immunity. Additional benefit is that it can have an even number of stages
and so 8 phases can be tapped out very easily. Although the VCO can readily
provide 8 phases, recall that for the RPDN circuit, there are 4 loads, each with
its own VCO. This means 32 clocks would have to routed properly across the
whole chip. An alternative solution chosen in this design is to route 4 faster
clocks. Each one can be locally divided using a standard frequency divider
consisting of 4 flip flops in a loop configuration thus producing the required 8
phases.
6.3 Reconfiguration Dynamics
The discussion in previous section is equally valid for single load switched ca-
pacitor converters as to RPDN. In this section additional considerations specific
to RPDN are examined such as the power mux design, clock reassignment and
mode selection during reconfiguration and testing of RPDN circuits.
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6.3.1 Power Mux Design
The key challenge in the power mux design is minimizing the series resistance,
which can impact efficiency overheads of RPDN as shown in Figure 5.3. The
RPDN implementation was done in a low power version of the 65nm process,
where the switches are optimized for low leakage at the expense of increased
series resistance. For this reason, thin oxide, low Vt NMOS was used for power
mux for better performance to area ratio.The target output voltage range is 0.6V
to 1.2V, so 0V is required to completely turnoff the NMOS in case some of the
loads are powered down to 0V. On the other hand, 2V is necessary to fully turn
on the NMOS when conducting. However, at the instant of powering up a load,
which can be close to 0V, setting the gate of an 1.2V rated NMOS to 2V can
cause voltage stress at the oxide. Thus a clamp in feedback configuration is em-
ployed as shown in a simplified schematic in Figure 6.8. Each power NMOS
has the same circuit wrapped around it (not shown in the circuit diagram). If
the LOAD3 is at 0V, the inverter turns on the clamp, which sinks current from
the thick oxide predriver, such that the gate voltage does not exceed 1.4V. The
size of the clamp is chosen carefully for this case and the inverter also has a low
transition voltage to ensure the clamp turns off promptly. The level shifter is a
regenerative one as shown in Figure 3.8. The thick oxide drivers are purpose-
fully under-powered for a few nanosecond transition as the power mux does
not need to switch too fast.
6.3.2 Cluster Clock and Mode Selection for Reallocation
The power mux is responsible for reassigning the output of the cluster to a de-
sired load. But the input, namely the clock frequency needs to be matched to a
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Figure 6.8: Power Mux Clamping Circuit
corresponding control loop that regulates the voltage on the desired load. This
is accomplished with eight 4-to-1 clock muxes that are positioned after the clock
divider in the cluster. Thus each clock domain requires its own set of 4 flip flops
for frequency division. A better solution might be to mux the four clocks and
then divide afterwards, thereby saving area and power by only requiring one
clock divider as opposed to four. The reason for that lies in the details of the
clock divider. Flip-flop based 4x clock divider needs to be initialized to a correct
state for proper operation. If a sudden jump to a new random frequency occurs,
it is possible that the divider goes into one of those undesired states, lest some
special circuitry is designed to prevent such a case.
The power mux and clock reassignment occur almost instantaneously once
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the control signal is received from the configuration manager. For most voltage
transitions, this results in a relatively well behaved response. However, a few
transitions as shown by the blue curve on Figure 6.6 show a large peak even up
to 1.3V, which is above the voltage rating of the process. This peak is related to
cells abruptly switching from 2:1 to 3:2 mode. In 2:1 mode, both capacitors in the
operate in parallel and have Vdd/2 voltage across them on average. Switching to
3:2 mode, mid-transistor is activated as shown in discharge diagram in Figure
6.1 stacking the two capacitors. This leads to an abrupt increase in the output
voltage. A solution to smooth out the transition is to stagger each phase such
that the mode control signal occurs sequentially for each phase as opposed to
all phases at once. This allows each phase to gradually balance the charge on
the capacitors to the new value Vdd/3 as required in the 3:2 mode. This can be
accomplished by gating the mode control signal at the cell level with the cell
clock using a flip flop. The technique was successfully tested in simulation and
triggering on the positive, negative or both edges of the cell clock were all tested.
The positive edge generally gave the best results. The improvement using this
scheme is readily visible in reffig-hier-diagram by comparing the purple curves
which include the flip flop gating circuit for each phase.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This work investigates various on-chip power delivery schemes for dynamic
digital loads. First, a single load that is powered with an inductor based con-
verter is considered. The proof of concept, 3-level buck converter was designed
and fabricated in 65nm CMOS technology, and the measurements showed rea-
sonable agreement with predicted performance improvement at light loads us-
ing quasi-resonant switching scheme. The 3-level converter combines the ad-
vantages of both switched capacitor and inductor based topologies and has
many advantages in fully integrated solutions. However, it also has limitations
as it is difficult to scale down for smaller loads. Specifically, a system consisting
of 8 in-order cores with local caches was considered as a target load. A 3-level
converter would be well suited to power four or more cores together, but not
each core individually. Yet, high level system studies with real multi and sin-
gle threaded workloads show that there is potential for significant performance
improvement if dynamic, per-core voltage regulation can be accomplished fast
enough. Various organizations of voltage domains were considered as the de-
sign space of switched capacitor converters was explored. In the end, RPDN
was proposed and studied in more detail as a way to mitigate area overheads,
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improve efficiency at light load and finally improve the response time of the of
the regulator. First, a conceptual model using Matlab was developed, followed
by a high-level, but realistic transistor and Verlog-A circuit model. This was
followed by a physical implementation of RPDN. At each step, the concept was
refined further and new, interesting circuit level solutions were explored.
Fully-integrated, switch mode power supplies are becoming an active re-
search topic, especially with recent developments in passive device technology
integration. Applications of such supplies are not limited to microprocessors.
There is considerable interest for various radio frequency applications or power
harvesting systems, to name a few, where integrated solutions benefit from a
targeted design of the converter for the particular demands of the load. In ad-
dition, the co-design of the load and power supply leads to an exciting new
opportunities in the system level optimization that were not possible before;
RPDN is one such example.
7.1 Future Work
One of the most fundamental questions that emerges is at which point is an
inductive based converter better or worse than a capacitative converter? The
answer to this question largely depends on application. For battery operated
or energy harvesting systems the most important metric might be steady state
efficiency. For precision analog and RF circuits, low ripple might be most im-
portant factor. For dynamic loads, as outlined in this work, fast response and
area efficiency might be the most important metric. There have been a few at-
tempts in literature to provide figure of merit for various switch mode power
supplies [42, 44, 51], but they only consider a few aspects of the converter men-
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tioned above. An all encompassing figure of merit similar to LNAs and PLLs
could help distinguish and rate devices for best application. This is especially
true considering the emergence of deep trench capacitors and magnetic materi-
als in integrated converters.
As is usually the case, in actual physical design procedure, the RPDN imple-
mentation sheds light on certain nuances that may not have been apparent at
first glance. Some of those were mentioned in chapter 6, but some other promis-
ing improvements are listed below. (1) Schedule a dynamic increase in charge
pump current during reconfiguration. Presumably an external control sched-
ules the dynamic voltage levels for each load. As such, an instance of change
of the voltage is known and this information can be easily passed to the con-
verter to temporarily boost the charge pump current for faster convergence to a
new value. In [28], the charge pump is bypassed to accomplish faster response,
but this may be inaccurate and prone to error. (2) Rather then relying on an
external controller for voltage, the converter could detect power levels at each
load by simply monitoring the frequency of each load and adjust the frequency
to stay within some bounds by coarse tuning the capacitance. This would rep-
resent a purely hardware approach that would be unable to detect busy-wait
periods of the microprocessor. Nevertheless, it could prove very interesting for
some systems. (3) Remove the frequency compensation loop altogether and
use a frequency/duty cycle control as suggested in [19] for faster response. It
remains to be seen if this can easily be integrated with RPDN. (4) Use a hy-
brid approach where the reconfigurable clusters operated with a constant clock,
but preassigned clusters handle regulation by changing their frequency. This
would alleviate a somewhat complicated clock routing and division demanded
by RPDN. This could be a good approach if RPDNs were to be shared among
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many loads, since in its current implementation the clock routing limits scaling
of the number of loads that RPDN can support.
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